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Abstract 
Simulation is an essential tool for computer systems research. Complete machine 

simulators, such as the SimOS system, model the CPU, memory, and devices of a 

computer system in enough detail to run production operating systems as well as 

system and application software. SimOS has enabled a variety of computer systems 

research projects, including analysis of parallel program and operating system 

performance, while supporting the development of the Stanford FLASH 

multiprocessor throughout its design, implementation, debugging and deployment. 

Computational requirements and architectural trends are driving the adoption of large 

systems and multiprocessors that existing complete machine simulators cannot 

simulate with usable performance. Multiplicative slowdown effects due to simulation 

overhead, processor multiplexing and resource exhaustion can cause a simulation of a 

few minutes of virtual time to take days or weeks of real time to execute. 

To address the problem of simulator scalability and performance, this work presents 

the Parallel SimOS system, an enhanced version of SimOS which uses the increased 

capacity of small and medium-scale shared-memory multiprocessors to reduce the 

multiplicative effects of simulator slowdown. Parallel SimOS extends the speed/detail 

trade-off intrinsic in simulation with a fast, parallel mode of execution, Parallel Embra, 

which combines binary translation with decimation in space, unsynchronized 

execution and direct use of the underlying shared memory system. This approach 

allows simulation of large systems and multiprocessors with slowdown comparable to 

non-parallel simulators for uniprocessors, increases the scalability of complete machine 

simulation by more than an order of magnitude, and enables simulation of shared-

memory machines of up to 1024 processors with practical performance. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

 

Computer system simulation is one of the most important and useful tools for computer 

systems research. By using software to model the behavior of a computer system, 

researchers can predict and analyze its performance and operation without having to 

build a hardware prototype. Simulation programs can also provide detailed 

information about system behavior which may be difficult or impractical to extract 

from the actual system. By varying simulation parameters, one can easily and cheaply 

create and evaluate a range of simulated hardware. 

Many real problems – including scientific problems, simulations of physical or 

biological systems, even business applications and massively multiplayer games – 

have huge computation requirements that only large systems and multiprocessors 

can meet. We would like to use simulators to help us design, develop, understand 

and analyze these large systems. Unfortunately, while simulators work very well for 

simulating small systems, they can become unusably slow when simulating larger 

machines. 

Simulating a machine running a workload tends to be much slower than merely 

running the workload itself, since it requires additional computation and 

bookkeeping. Moreover, multiplexing a small machine’s resources to simulate the 

capabilities of a large machine causes additional slowdown. Typically, simulating a 
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system which has ten processors requires ten times the computation of, and takes at 

least ten times as long as, simulating a single-processor system. This can result in 

extreme delays for simulating large systems. For example, if we wish to simulate one 

second of operation of a single-processor system, it may only take ten seconds of 

simulation time. But if we wish to simulate one second of operation of a 1024-

processor system, it may take 10,240 seconds of simulation time – more than a week! 

This dissertation extends the capabilities of computer system simulation to allow 

simulation of large systems and multiprocessors with practical performance. We 

develop a simulator, Parallel SimOS, which uses parallelism and the capacity of small 

and medium-scale multiprocessors to reduce the slowdown associated with large 

system simulation. In particular, Parallel SimOS, running on a 64-processor machine, 

can simulate a 64-processor system in the same time it takes to simulate a single-

processor system. Moreover, it can simulate a 1024-processor system in hours or days 

rather than weeks. 

It is our hope that simulator designers will learn from the design and techniques 

which we have explored, as well as our experiences building a large system 

simulator, in order to make simulating large systems not merely practical but 

commonplace. 

1.1 Complete machine simulation and SimOS 

Complete machine simulators model the hardware of a computer system, including 

processor, memory, disk, network and other devices in enough detail to run a full 

operating system as well as a variety of software applications. This enables the 

examination of realistic workloads, including the operating system, applications 

programs, and system processes. Additionally, since the operating system is 

simulated, multiprocessing workloads may be simulated as well. 

The SimOS system 

SimOS [Rosenblum95a, Herrod98] is a complete machine simulation environment 

developed at Stanford. SimOS includes multiple CPU and memory models, as well as 

models for disk drives, network interfaces, a serial console, and interrupt controllers. 

These subsystems provide enough functionality to simulate the operation of a variety 

of computer systems, from uniprocessors to small-scale shared-memory 
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multiprocessors, and to run several production operating systems, including Irix, 

Tru64, Windows NT and GNU/Linux. In addition to producing the actual output 

and results of running a workload on a simulated system, SimOS includes an 

infrastructure which allows experimenters to collect a wide variety of statistics and 

operational information; a programmable scripting interface using the Tcl language 

[Ousterhout90] allows dynamic configuration and control of simulator operation and 

data collection. 

Simulating realistic workloads requires large amounts of computation. For example, 

simply booting the operating system and starting an application can require 

simulating billions of instructions. To avoid prohibitively long simulation times, 

SimOS provides multiple modes of simulation which vary in speed and simulation 

detail, along with the ability to switch between them either dynamically or by saving 

and loading checkpoints. By exploiting the speed/detail trade-off, SimOS can 

simulate realistic workloads practically by executing less interesting portions with a 

fast, “positioning” mode of simulation before switching to a slower, more detailed 

mode of simulation to examine the section of interest. 

Applications 

SimOS has been used extensively for several projects and investigations, most 

notably the development and analysis of the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor 

[Kuskin94, Gibson00]. SimOS was used extensively in the design, development, 

debugging and operational phases of the FLASH project, and has also enabled 

research in operating systems, virtual machines, computer architecture, parallel 

programming, visualization, and other areas [Chapin95, Gamsa99, Bugnion97, 

Olukotun96, Bosch00, and many more]. 

Since complete machine simulation – and SimOS – has proven so useful, we would 

like to apply it to future designs as well, particularly large systems and 

multiprocessor systems. The FLASH design led to an operational 64-processor 

machine, but its design was intended to scale up to 4096 nodes [Heinrich97]. We 

would like to be able to examine the behavior of a large FLASH machine using 

simulation. More generally, problems in a variety of areas – including applications 

from science and engineering as well as business applications, simulation, 

visualization, even games and entertainment – require extensive computational 
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resources which small systems and uniprocessors cannot deliver. We would like to 

use complete machine simulation to assist in the design, construction, analysis and 

debugging of the large systems that large problems require. 

1.2 The problem: scalability and performance 

Unfortunately, machine simulators face limits of scalability and performance when 

applied to large systems. As we have noted, simulating multiprocessors requires 

additional computation and bookkeeping overhead, resulting in long execution 

times. 

Although the FLASH design was intended to scale up to 4096 processors, SimOS 

reaches its limits when trying to simulate a machine of even modest size. While we 

can configure SimOS to simulate up to a 128-processor FLASH machine – twice the 

size of the operational hardware – this exceeds the practical limits of multiprocessor 

simulation, because of the additional overhead required to simulate a multiprocessor 

on a uniprocessor. In its fastest (and least detailed) simulation mode – which is 10-100 

times faster than slower simulation modes – SimOS requires over 13 minutes of real 

time to simulate a benchmark that completes in less than one second of virtual time 

on the simulated 128-processor machine – a slowdown factor of nearly 800.  

We would like to be able use simulation to assist in the design and analysis of 

systems that are larger than 128 processors, but doing so requires additional 

scalability and performance that SimOS, and other complete machine simulators, 

cannot currently provide. 

The Challenge: Large System Simulation with Practical Performance 

Considering the limitations of SimOS and existing complete machine simulators, we 

ask the following question: 

How can we extend complete machine simulation to support simulating large 

machines with practical performance? 

1.3 The solution: Parallel SimOS 

This dissertation addresses the problem by applying shared-memory multiprocessors 

to mitigate the slowdowns incurred by complete machine simulation of large 
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systems. We investigate this approach through the design, implementation, and 

evaluation of Parallel SimOS, an enhanced version of SimOS. We describe and 

evaluate Parallel SimOS and demonstrate that it can simulate large systems with 

practical performance. 

Parallel SimOS achieves performance and scalability using a fast, parallel mode of 

execution, Parallel Embra. Parallel Embra extends the speed/detail trade-off with a 

“speed at any cost” approach, which exploits thread-based parallelism and direct use 

of the underlying shared memory system under relaxed virtual time synchronization 

constraints, but preserves behavioral correctness as well as the complete machine 

features of the SimOS environment. Parallel Embra quickly executes many billions of 

instructions in realistic workloads with reduced detail, and Parallel SimOS allows 

users to switch to slower, detailed modes of simulation, for closer examination of 

workload behavior.  

We argue that fast, less-detailed modes of simulation like Parallel Embra are 

necessary to make large system simulation usable and practical, and provide many 

benefits including interactive performance, support for software development and 

debugging, and rough estimation of performance trends. 

Using Parallel Embra, we can simulate machines of up to 1024 processors with 

performance measured in hours rather than days or weeks. We show that Parallel 

Embra mitigates the multiplicative slowdown associated with large system 

simulation: the slowdown for Parallel SimOS simulating a multiprocessor is 

comparable to the slowdown for non-parallel SimOS simulating a uniprocessor.  

Our experience using Parallel Embra to analyze and debug performance and 

functional problems in a large, complex parallel program – Parallel SimOS itself – 

point to the benefits of fast execution and multiple modes of simulation, as well as 

limitations including slowdown for detailed simulation modes, harder debugging 

due to non-deterministic execution, and intrinsic system imbalance effects. 

1.4 Contributions of this work 

Parallel SimOS, the simulator which we have developed as part of this work, is the 

first complete machine simulator which is capable of simulating large shared-

memory multiprocessors with practical performance. 
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Unlike previous systems, Parallel SimOS can simulate a shared-memory 

multiprocessor with good self-relative slowdown – comparable to the speed of non-

parallel SimOS simulating a uniprocessor. 

Moreover, running on our 64-processor test system, Parallel SimOS achieves correct 

operation and acceptable performance simulating machines of up to 1024 processors. 

With Parallel SimOS, we demonstrate a simple, practical and effective design for 

large system simulation. Parallel SimOS achieves speed via parallel, unsynchronized 

execution, but preserves behavioral correctness, thus enabling simulation of large, 

realistic workloads. Slower, more detailed modes of simulation allow for closer 

examination of interesting workload portions. Parallel SimOS’s fast, parallel 

execution mode, Parallel Embra, achieved practical performance only when we 

combined several design and implementation techniques, including thread-based 

parallelism, decimation in space, mirroring hardware architecture in software, 

unsynchronized execution, and direct physical memory simulation. 

To help us understand Parallel SimOS’s operation and tune its performance, we have 

developed and applied a visualization system for phase profiling, which we argue is 

an essential and underused technique for understanding the performance of parallel 

simulators and workloads. 

In addition to demonstrating the benefits and feasibility of large system simulation, 

we identify practical and intrinsic limitations of our approach, including loss of 

determinism, limitations of the speed/detail trade-off, and system imbalance effects. 

1.5 Organization 

In this chapter, we have introduced the problem of large system simulation, and 

presented an overview of our work. 

In chapter 2 we describe existing approaches to computer system simulation – 

notably the SimOS system for complete machine simulation, and its exploitation of 

the speed/detail trade-off – as well as existing approaches to simulator parallelism 

and scalability, which motivate our exploration of a new approach to adapt complete 

machine simulation to large systems. 
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Chapter 3 presents the Parallel SimOS design. Parallel SimOS extends the architecture 

and speed/detail trade-off of serial SimOS with a fast, parallel execution mode, 

Parallel Embra. We discuss important trade-offs for parallel simulation, including 

multiplexing trade-offs and synchronization trade-offs. We explain how managing 

these trade-offs led to Parallel Embra’s approach of decimation in space with loose 

synchronization. 

Chapters 4 and 5 evaluate the performance and usability of Parallel SimOS, including 

performance results from the SPLASH-2 benchmarks, and results of a self-hosting 

study, where we used Parallel SimOS to run itself in simulation and analyze its own 

behavior and performance. (Appendices A through C include additional details on 

visual profiling, benchmark code, and self-hosting.) 

In Chapter 6, we conclude by revisiting our initial problem and reviewing how 

Parallel SimOS demonstrates that execution-driven, thread-based parallel simulation 

can compensate for the slowdown incurred by large system simulation. We review 

some of the design and analytic techniques which enabled us to build a scalable, 

parallel simulation mode, as well as some of the limitations of our approach. Finally, 

we consider alternative approaches and opportunities for future work. 
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Chapter 2  
Background and related work 

 

Experience with SimOS has shown that complete machine simulation can support a 

wide range of research endeavors, including hardware design and development, 

operating systems research, and software studies. In this chapter, we review work 

based on SimOS, showing that complete machine simulators enable a class of 

research that is not possible with application-level simulators: research that includes 

operating systems and realistic workloads. 

Complete machine simulation’s greatest limitation is one of multiprocessor scalability 

and performance, so we continue by looking the performance and scalability 

limitations that have made SimOS, and complete machine simulation in general, 

impractical or unusable for future research into large systems and multiprocessors.  

Considering previous approaches to scalable simulation, we find that they generally 

reduce the work of simulation, by ignoring operating system effects, restricting 

programs to a message-passing model, or reducing workload size. However, they 

also indicate that performance and scalability gains are possible through parallel 

simulation, motivating our development of Parallel SimOS. Parallel SimOS extends 

SimOS with a “speed at any cost” mode of simulation, striving to maximize 

performance while preserving the overall utility and functionality of a complete 

machine simulator. 
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2.1 The impact of complete machine simulation 

Complete machine simulators enable research which is both qualitatively different 

from application-based simulation – examining operating system effects and 

behavior as well as complete, realistic workloads – and quantitatively different: 

operating system effects change workload behavior and performance, and realistic 

workloads provide a more accurate estimate of how a system will behave in actual 

use.  

Experience with SimOS demonstrates that the ability to run complete, unmodified 

binary workloads – including the operating system, system software and user 

applications – sets complete machine simulators apart from other simulation systems 

which cannot run system software or full-scale workloads. SimOS has enabled 

hardware research, operating systems research, and software research and analysis 

which would not have been possible with trace-based or application level simulators. 

Work based on SimOS (and its derivatives) depends on and exploits the ability to run 

the operating system and full-scale workloads flexibly, at multiple levels of detail and 

with practical performance. 

Hardware research 

Complete machine hardware simulation has helped with the design, analysis and 

debugging of a variety of hardware systems. Notably, the Stanford FLASH project 

[Kuskin94, Gibson00] used the SimOS complete machine hardware simulation system 

throughout its entire cycle, from design, to debugging, to analysis of the running 

system.  

During the design phase of the FLASH multiprocessor, SimOS helped to enable 

hardware/software co-design [Heinrich97]. By integrating a detailed simulator for 

the MAGIC memory controller into SimOS, the FLASH developers were able to 

develop the FLASH hardware and software concurrently, and to examine and adjust 

trade-offs in the hardware and software designs before the hardware was finalized. 

Having a functional model of the machine before it was actually built allowed a 

variety of software, most importantly a port of the Irix operating system, to be 

created and tested before the hardware was operational. Additionally, the 

experimental Hive OS [Chapin95] was developed on a simulated version of FLASH 
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using SimOS. Without SimOS, the FLASH software effort would have been primarily 

a paper exercise before the hardware was available. 

During the extensive debugging and maintenance phase of the FLASH project, 

SimOS proved invaluable as a tool to model the behavior of the FLASH machine 

[Gibson00] and to help analyze functional and performance bugs in both the software 

and hardware. Most significantly, SimOS provided an alternate method of analyzing 

the behavior and performance of the FLASH machine.  

The FLASH work depended intimately on SimOS’s capabilities of complete machine 

simulation – allowing complete modeling of the FLASH design as well as software 

development – and depended extensively on SimOS’s fast modes of execution. 

In addition to supporting the FLASH work, SimOS and its derivatives have enabled 

numerous architectural studies, such as investigations of processor architectures 

including single-chip multiprocessors [Olukotun96, Nayfeh96], trusted computing 

processors [Lie00], multithreaded processors [Redstone00, Swanson03], power usage 

[Gurumurthi02, Li00], and hardware features, including prediction caches [Bennet97] 

and high bandwidth on-chip caches [Wilson97], value locality and prediction 

[Lepak00, Martin01], direct-to-cache allocation [Lewis02], and hardware fault 

containment [Teodosiu97]. 

SimOS’s complete system functionality – supporting the operating system, virtual 

memory, and architecture-level hardware features, all of which enable it to run 

realistic operating system and workloads – distinguishes the SimOS-based hardware 

studies.  

Operating systems research 

SimOS has proven to be an attractive platform for operating system development. In 

addition to the FLASH port of Irix, SimOS has been used as the development 

platform for the Hive [Chapin95] and Tornado [Gamsa99] operating systems, as well 

as the Disco [Bugnion97] and Cellular Disco [Govil99] virtual machine monitors. 

SimOS-PPC served as the research platform the K42 [Appavoo05] operating system. 

SimOS also been used as a platform for teaching operating systems development at 

Stanford and elsewhere via ports of the Nachos [Christopher93] and Topsy 

[Fankhauser00] teaching operating systems. 
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Operating system development clearly depends on SimOS’s ability to run the 

operating system. Developing in a software rather than hardware-based environment 

provides advantages of a faster development cycle (i.e. edit-compile-run-debug 

rather than edit-compile-reboot-debug) as well as repeatability and non-intrusive 

introspection. As a development platform, SimOS depends heavily on its faster (and 

less accurate) modes of simulation, which allow fast initialization of the operating 

system and other software, as well as interactive performance for testing and 

debugging. 

Software analysis and research 

SimOS’s ability to run realistic workloads including the operating system has enabled 

a variety of software studies. For example, [Barroso98] used SimOS-Alpha to examine 

the memory and OS behavior of Oracle running TPC-V and TPC-D, as well as the 

AltaVista search engine. [Li00] examined the overall profile and OS behavior of 

SPECjvm98, while [Li03] used SoftWatt (including SimOS) to produce a power profile 

for the operating system. [Ramirez01] examined code layout improvements to 

improve instruction cache usage for transaction processing workloads, while 

[Scales00] developed a custom loader for dynamic run-time code placement (both on 

SimOS-Alpha). SimOS’s support for parametrized hardware enabled examination of 

the effects of architectural trends on operating system performance [Rosenblum95b]. 

In compiler research, SimOS supported the examination of methods for page coloring 

[Bugnion96a] and parallel optimization [Bugnion96b], benefiting from SimOS’s 

simulation of virtual memory and paging effects, as well as parallel execution and 

scheduling. SimOS has also enabled research in computer systems visualization 

[Bosch00] by generating detailed information and statistics, both of which can be 

visualized interactively. 

Discussion 

Unlike application-level simulators, complete machine simulators simulate low-level 

processor behavior, including the virtual memory system, in enough detail to run 

production operating systems. This enables simulation of realistic workloads (e.g. 

Oracle, Apache, AltaVista) as well as studies of operating system effects, which 

cannot sensibly be ignored; for example, [Cain02] presents evidence that “simulators 

that ignore system effects, no matter how precise [the simulation models may be], are 

likely to be so inaccurate as to be useless, even for CPU intensive benchmarks like 
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SPECINT 2000.” SimOS’s ability to run operating system and application workloads 

makes it a viable platform for operating system research and development. 

Additionally, the low-level support for virtual memory simulation allows SimOS to 

be used for studies of paging and virtual memory systems. 

In addition to its extensive research use, SimOS itself has also undergone ongoing 

development. Originally supporting the MIPS processor platform, SimOS was 

extended with support for the Alpha and x86 architectures. The SimOS platform 

using the Alpha processor models and Tru64 operating system (Windows NT was 

also supported) is generally referred to as SimOS-Alpha. The x86 platform, SimOS-

x86, remains experimental but was targeted at GNU/Linux and Windows. 

Additionally, SimOS was adopted by IBM research and extended with support for 

the PowerPC architecture and AIX operating systems – a combination referred to as 

SimOS-PPC. Finally, SimOS-PPC has been extended with additional 

microarchitecture simulation capabilities, resulting in PHARMsim [Cain02]. 

2.2 Speed, flexibility, and shared memory 

SimOS-based studies show the importance of three major aspects of SimOS’s 

implementation of complete machine simulation: fast simulation, flexibility, and 

shared memory support. 

Fast simulation and the speed/detail trade-off 

SimOS exposes the trade-off between speed and detail inherent in simulation by 

providing multiple modes of simulation with varying levels of speed and detail. Most 

significantly, SimOS provides fast modes of execution – such as its Embra and Delta 

binary translation emulators for the MIPS and Alpha architectures – as well as 

standard interpreters with variable memory models (including the Mipsy and Gamma 

interpreters), and detailed microarchitecture simulators such as MXS. Studies using 

SimOS depend strongly on both fast and detailed modes of simulation. Typically fast 

modes of simulation are used for positioning, such as starting up the operating system 

and workloads, while detailed modes enable more precise simulation of timing and 

behavior. Fast execution modes support operating system development by enabling 

fast boot/test/debug cycles as well as interactive usage, testing and debugging. 
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Fast and detailed modes of simulation, combined with the ability to switch between 

them, either dynamically or via checkpoints, allow SimOS to support the simulation 

of full-scale, realistic workloads, including the operating system and user 

applications. 

Flexibility and extensibility 

Hardware and architectural studies benefit from SimOS’s flexibility and 

configurability; by varying the parameters of simulated machines, one may examine 

the impact of different hardware designs and configurations, such as the architectural 

trends studied in [Rosenblum95b]. Studies of new architectural features depend on 

the ability to modify and add extensions – such as new cache designs [Wilson97], 

new processor features [Lie03] or varied processor models [Redstone00] – to SimOS. 

SimOS’s versatile annotation system, which enables static and dynamic 

instrumentation using the Tcl scripting language, has enabled flexible data generation 

and facilitated experimentation and extension of the SimOS system. SimOS’s 

annotation support has enabled it to act as the front-end data generator for other 

systems that process an information stream or log, for example the Rivet visualization 

system [Bosch00] and the SoftWatt [Gurumurthi02] power profiling system.  

Multiprocessor and shared memory simulation 

Complete machine simulation-based studies using SimOS have distinguished 

themselves by running real operating systems – such as Irix, Tru64 and AIX – and 

real applications – such as Oracle, Apache and AltaVista. Studies using benchmark 

programs – such as SPECjvm98 [Li00], SPLASH-2, and even SPECint [Cain02] – 

demonstrate that the operating system significantly effects performance on 

benchmark code as well. SimOS’s support for shared memory simulation enables it to 

run these operating systems, as well as parallel and multiprocessing workloads. 

Studies of multithreaded and chip multiprocessor systems may also depend on the 

ability to simulate shared memory. 

2.3 The problem of scalability and performance 

In spite of SimOS’s demonstrated effectiveness as a research and development 

platform, both SimOS in particular and complete machine simulation in general 

currently face major challenges of performance and scalability. As we have noted, the 
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FLASH design was intended to scale to systems of up to 4096 processors. 

Unfortunately, SimOS runs into daunting performance limits even when simulating a 

FLASH system of modest size. For example, simulating a 64-processor FLASH 

machine approaches the upper limit of practical simulation performance. If we look 

at the performance of SimOS simulating large multiprocessors, we find that even in 

its fastest mode of simulation, SimOS exhibits significant slowdown that makes large 

system simulation impractical. 

 
Figure 2.1: Self-relative slowdown on SimOS 

This chart shows slowdown for four test applications running on SimOS in its fastest 
mode of simulation. While slowdown for a uniprocessor simulation is minimal 
(around 10 in this chart), as SimOS simulates larger machines, its slowdown 
increases dramatically, resulting in impractical execution times. Because of extreme 
slowdown and benchmark limitations, the 1024-processor times are estimated, but 
may be conservative given resource exhaustion effects. 

Simulating a large system may result in a slowdown of 10,000 or more. In terms of 

real time, this means that simulating one minute of virtual time could take more than 

a week of real time. To make large system simulation practical, we need to address 

the problem of simulator performance. 

In addition to performance problems caused by simulation slowdown, large system 

simulators may have to deal with both fundamental and practical issues of scalability. 
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Fundamental scalability issues 

Simulator performance scalability fundamentally depends on the complexity of the 

underlying simulation algorithms. As we have described above, computational 

complexity depends primarily on the size of the underlying simulated machine. 

Simulator implementors must be careful to avoid increasing simulation computation 

at a rate faster than the underlying complexity of the simulated machine. Algorithms 

which increase in computational complexity at a superlinear, polynomial, or 

exponential rate relative to machine size will quickly make large system simulation 

impractical. Even linear or constant-time algorithms may be problematic if they 

involve large factors and long delays. 

Practical scalability issues 

In order to simulate a large system, a simulator must model its complete hardware, 

including memory system, processor, and I/O devices such as disk, network, clock, 

or console. In order to do so, it may parametrize the simulated hardware – allowing 

for variable numbers of processors, memory modules, and I/O devices, for example – 

but it must provide adequate memory and data structure capacity. 

Although simple in principle, architectural, runtime and operating system limits may 

require workarounds and possible reorganization of the simulator’s data structures. 

For example, it may be challenging to fit a 64-bit simulated address space into a 32-bit 

simulator address space, which SimOS supports for both MIPS and x86 architectures. 

Memory allocation routines may not be able to allocate adequate memory or 

contiguous blocks. And the operating system or hardware may further limit 

performance, for example placing limits on shared memory, restricting the range of 

addresses that may be used, restricting the use of memory-mapped files, etc..  

Besides these implementation limitations, the memory available to a simulator poses 

a fundamental limit on the simulated system’s memory. Even using virtual memory, 

it may not be practical to simulate a target system of significantly larger memory than 

the underlying system that hosts the simulator. 

If a simulator uses checkpoint or other files that store simulator data, these may also 

limit scalability. For example, checkpoint files may be so large that they cannot be 

addressed by library routines, or they may not be mappable into memory. They may 
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not fit on disk. They may be so huge that writing them out overwhelms the I/O 

capacity and causes huge delays. They may also overwhelm network or file server 

bandwidth. 

2.4 Existing approaches 

Clearly there is a need for scalable simulators which can simulate large systems with 

practical performance. Although most computer system simulators do not support 

full machine simulation (in particular, many do not simulate the operating system, 

system calls, libraries, runtime and other system software), a number of simulators 

have attempted to achieve the improved scalability and performance required to 

simulate large systems. Three important approaches to scalable simulation which 

have been investigated elsewhere are cluster-based simulation, decimation in time, and 

workload reduction; we examine them below, along with other related work. 

2.4.1  Cluster-based simulation 

Currently the most common approach to parallel simulation is cluster-based 

simulation. This approach replicates uniprocessor simulators across a cluster of 

machines, providing increased memory and computational power. Cluster-based 

simulation is attractive since it makes use of readily available computing resources 

using commodity hardware, rather than the specialized and more expensive shared-

memory multiprocessors. To understand the benefits and limits of this approach, we 

consider several cluster-based simulators. 
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Figure 2.2: Cluster-based simulation 

In cluster-based simulation, computing nodes are connected to a LAN such as Gigabit 
Ethernet. 

Prylli and Tourancheau [Prylli96] describe a distributed simulator for message-

passing machines, running on a network of workstations. They reported a speedup of 

up to 3.57 on a network of 8 workstations, and validated their simulator against the 

IPSC 860, showing remarkable accuracy: within 10% of the actual hardware. 

Apduhan et al. [Apduhan92] describe a reconfigurable multiprocessor simulation on 

a network of workstations. They show negligible speedup on initial runs on a 

network of 3 workstations, but speedup of 2 or more on subsequent runs, indicating 

significant warm-up overhead. 

Shaman [Imafuku01] is a decoupled simulator which runs on a network of 

workstations. The front end nodes execute the application using software distributed 

shared memory, generating traces which are passed to the back-end nodes which 

produce timing analysis. Shaman filters references to memory blocks, eliminating 

references which do not lead to race conditions. As a result, only memory references 

which are necessary for synchronization and correct behavior are passed to the back 

end. Up to 99.6% of memory references by SPLASH-2 kernels were filtered out by 

this system, resulting in improved performance. 

Shaman’s main contribution is reducing the load on a detailed memory system 

simulator, which may be considerable. When SimOS simulates the FLASH machine 

using the FlashLite memory system simulator, most of the time is spent in the 

memory system simulator; this results in performance limitations predicted by 
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Amdahl’s law, where the slowest portion of the overall simulator, in this case the 

complex memory system simulator, limits the impact of performance improvements 

in the processor simulator. 

BigSim [Zheng04] is a simulator for large message-passing machines such as IBM’s 

Blue Gene. To simulate non-deterministic applications, BigSim requires them to be 

written in the Structured Dagger language, which explicitly describes event 

dependencies, enabling the runtime to construct a dynamic dependency graph and 

produce an ordering which is correct in virtual time, although it need not be 

deterministic. This enables more realistic virtual-time results with a reported 

overhead of about 50% compared to unsynchronized execution. BigSim also achieves 

one of the best reported self-relative speedup results, nearly 150 on a 256-node 

cluster, of any parallel simulator. Remarkably, a predecessor to BigSim [Saboo01] 

successfully emulated short million-processor programs on the 96-processor ASCI 

Red machine, perhaps showing the current upper limits of cluster-based simulation 

of message-passing architecture. 

Cluster-based simulation, while useful for simulating clusters, is unsuitable for 

simulating shared-memory and chip multiprocessor systems with high performance. 

One reason for this is that cluster-based simulators introduce high communication 

latency between simulator nodes; thus one must be careful to ensure that tightly 

coupled simulations are not spread across simulator node boundaries. If one is 

simulating a large, tightly-coupled machine such as a 512 processor Origin, 

communication latency is likely to cause excessive simulator slowdown. Moreover, 

the simulation will be complicated by communication between simulator nodes as 

well as another layer of address space management. Reducing the load on the 

memory system simulator, as in Shaman, is likely to be essential in cluster-based 

approaches. Unfortunately the Shaman approach still requires a front-end simulator 

(using slow, software-based shared memory simulation) to execute the workload and 

generate traces.  

Shared memory versus clusters 

Since cluster-based computing is the dominant form of multiprocessing today, one 

might ask whether study or use of shared-memory multiprocessors makes sense. 

Although shared-memory multiprocessors have historically been rare and expensive, 
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architectural trends leading towards chip multiprocessors – as seen in Sun’s 8-core, 

32-way multithreaded Niagara [Kongetira05], Azul’s 48-core Vega 2, even the 

IBM/Sony/Toshiba 1+8-core Cell processor [Kahle05] and quad-core x86 processors 

from intel and AMD – indicate that tightly-coupled multiprocessor systems will 

continue to become cheaper and more readily available. From servers to game 

machines, a hybrid approach using clusters of multiprocessors of increasing size is 

likely to become widespread, popular and affordable, making simulation of 

multiprocessors, on multiprocessors, both sensible and practical. 

2.4.2  Decimation in time 

A straightforward and effective method for speeding up simulator runs is to 

decimate in time, as suggested by the DiST System [Girbal03]. The decimation in time 

approach divides the simulation task up by execution time interval. Multiple 

simulators – regardless of their internal design or architecture – may then execute 

each workload interval in parallel. In order to execute a workload beginning at a 

particular interval, the entire workload is first executed sequentially on the simulator, 

and checkpoints are taken at regular intervals. In the DiST design, cache and TLB 

state are not saved, but to avoid warm-up effects the previous segment of execution 

will be executed for additional time, until memory statistics such as cache and TLB 

misses converge with the statistics of the next segment. This increases the overall 

workload slightly, but produces a smooth (and presumably more accurate) statistical 

profile that is free of warm-up artifacts due to multiple checkpoints. 
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Figure 2.3: Decimation in time approach 

Initially, the workload is run in serial mode and checkpoints are taken. Subsequently, 
workload segments are run in parallel, with overlap to ensure statistical convergence, 
and a serial execution profile may be reconstructed. 

The decimation in time approach divides workload time into tasks which can be 

executed in parallel. Importantly, the workload must be executed initially (and 

serially) in order to take the checkpoints that begin each workload section, but this 

time can be amortized over successive simulations. As noted above, the parallel 

overhead from decimation in time results from the increase in overall workload time 

for execution segment overlap and statistical convergence. 

Decimation in time is attractive because it can be applied relatively easily to existing 

uniprocessor simulators, including SimOS. However, decimation in time eliminates 

two major advantages of execution-driven simulation: that it is interactive, and that a 

simulation can be run directly without previously saved state or checkpoints. 

Although one may interact with individual workload execution segments, any 

changes that occur will invalidate future checkpoints, requiring all subsequent 

segments to be executed again – in the slow, serial mode of operation. Additionally, 
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since individual segments are executing on a serial simulator, parallelism does not 

improve their interactive performance. 

2.4.3  Workload reduction 

Certainly application-level simulators and message-passing simulators reduce the 

overall simulation work compared to more costly complete-machine simulation of 

shared memory systems, but a more direct approach of work reduction involves 

reducing a workload’s memory and computation requirements at the software level. 

The paper Simulating a $2m Commercial Server on a $2K PC [Alameldeen03] describes 

an alternate approach to scaling MP simulator performance. WCWS is a set of 

benchmarks that resemble commercial applications, scaled to fit into a simulator 

running on a PC with 1 GB of RAM. The result is that workloads of up to 16 

processors can be simulated (the underlying simulator was TFsim, the Timing-First 

simulator which consists of an incomplete detailed timing simulator which is 

synchronized as necessary with a complete behavioral simulator). 

The WCWS approach involves changing benchmarks rather than changing the 

simulator. This approach is useful and synergistic with any simulator design: the 

faster a simulator gets, the better it will run a scaled-down benchmark suite. In this 

work, we develop a simulator design which can support large workloads, although 

practical memory limitations may still apply. 

2.4.4  Other related work 

In addition to the work described above, simulator developers have tried to achieve 

scalable performance with serial and parallel simulators using serial and parallel 

methods. These results confirm that scalability is a problem, and indicate that parallel 

simulation can improve performance.  

Results from the FAST system [Boothe93], which used static binary translation (or 

“binary augmentation”) and dynamic reference discrimination (to identify shared 

memory accesses) for application-level simulation, show base slowdowns of 10-110. 

Although many details were not published, a 1024-processor simulation with a zero-

latency memory system (similar to the fastest mode of simulation in SimOS) achieved 

a per-processor slowdown of 18-98, or approximately 18,000-100,000 overall, 

resulting in performance limitations similar to (or worse than) what we observe in 
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SimOS. Although FAST did not simulate the operating system, it is encouraging that 

it supported simulations of up to 1024 processors. 

Ricciulli et al [Ricciulli96] describe a distributed simulator for massively parallel 

SIMD machines (with message passing for communication) reporting a speedup of 24 

running on a 64-processor CM-5, and 14.6 on a network of 16 workstations. Our work 

attempts to apply a similarly-sized machine to the simulation of a MIMD machine 

(such as the FLASH machine or SGI Origin) with irregular computation structure and 

shared memory.  

The Wisconsin Wind Tunnel [Reinhardt93] also used the CM-5, but supported 

simulation of shared-memory architectures at the application level. WWT used direct 

execution and trapped memory accesses using the ECC bits of the CM-5 to identify 

non-local memory accesses for shared memory simulation. To preserve inter-node 

memory access order, WWT synchronized using the CM-5’s hardware barriers 

(which ensure that all outstanding messages have been delivered) at a fine time 

granularity, less than the minimum message latency of the simulated machine – 

guaranteeing that all inter-node events which could affect operation in a time 

quantum are known before the quantum begins. Simulating a DASH-like (see 

[Lenoski92]) architecture, WWT achieved up to 630 KIPS on an up to 64-node CM-5 

(33 MHz SPARC processors), for a target-relative slowdown of 65-108 on 64 

processors. Although WWT did not support OS simulation, multiplexing (e.g. more 

than one simulated node per real CPU), or more detailed modes of execution, it 

demonstrates an interesting way of achieving consistent memory ordering. 

WWT’s successor, the Wisconsin Wind Tunnel II [Mukherjee00] is a parallel, 

application-level simulator which supports the S-COMA (simple cache-only memory 

architecture) shared-memory architecture and uses static binary instrumentation. 

Emphasizing portability, WWT II supports both cluster and shared-memory host 

systems, reporting results for the tomcatv benchmark that were (only) 5.4 times 

slower on a 16-node cluster than on a 16-node shared-memory multiprocessor. WWT 

II achieved up to a 13x self-relative speedup for tomcatv, and a greater than 9x 

speedup for the SPLASH-2 FFT benchmark, demonstrating encouraging potential for 

parallel performance on shared-memory machines. Additionally, the WWT II results 

included results for up to 256 target nodes. Although WWT II did not support system 
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code, it demonstrates the potential for improving simulation performance via 

execution on shared-memory multiprocessors. 

HPAM_Sim [BenMiled97] is an execution-driven simulator for heterogeneous 

machines; it ran on a 4-way parallel UltraSparc machine with shared memory, but 

performance results were not reported. 

Compass [Bagrodia99] is a parallel, multiprocessor (SGI Origin and IBM SP) based 

simulator for parallel applications that use MPI, a standard message-passing API. 

Compass is based on four simulation modules: a simulation kernel, an MPI library 

simulator, a parallel I/O simulator, and a parallel filesystem simulator. Thus, the 

simulator itself implements the operating system, runtime, and system software 

capabilities, runs application code using direct execution for local code, and traps into 

simulator code for communication library simulation. Notably, Compass achieves a 

good speedup of almost 35 on a 64-processor machine, a self-relative slowdown of 

less than three, and scalability of up to 1600 message-passing nodes. 

Compass achieves performance and scalability through parallelism, integrated 

runtime support, and direct execution of message-passing applications. For our 

purposes, we would like to achieve comparable performance and scalability while 

preserving the capabilities of detailed simulation, instrumentation, full workload 

simulation including system software, and simulation of shared-memory 

applications. 

2.5 The Parallel SimOS approach 

Experiences with the SimOS system have demonstrated how complete machine 

simulation facilitates a wide variety of research and development efforts in computer 

systems. The SimOS system provides features such as kernel and operating system 

support, tightly-coupled simulation, and execution of full-scale workloads which 

have proven invaluable in a variety of studies. Yet SimOS has daunting limits of 

performance and scalability that make it unsuitable for large system simulation, for 

example simulating the FLASH architecture at full scale. 

Existing approaches to enhancing simulator performance and scalability either do not 

provide adequate performance, or do not preserve the capabilities of full-system, 

tightly-coupled, execution driven simulation of shared-memory applications. Two 
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approaches – decimation in time and workload scaling – can be used in SimOS 

without any simulator modifications. Previous parallel simulator results indicate that 

major performance gains are possible for application-level and message-passing 

simulation, yet parallel simulation has rarely been applied to full-system simulation 

of shared-memory machines. 

We would like to develop an enhanced simulator architecture which is capable of 

simulating large systems flexibly (e.g. supporting shared-memory in particular in 

addition to message-passing programming models) with practical performance, 

while preserving where possible the beneficial features which make SimOS a 

productive research platform. Performance scaling intractability, along with the 

many benefits of fast simulation, lead us toward a “speed at any cost” approach. 

Since we have seen that large system simulation exceeds the capabilities of 

uniprocessors, it makes sense to investigate the application of shared-memory 

multiprocessors and parallel simulation.  

2.5.1  Speed at any cost 

These performance challenges, combined with other benefits of fast simulation, lead 

us to argue for “speed at any cost” simulation: expansion of simulator speed at the 

expense of detail, as long as we can preserve the features which make SimOS useful. 

This requires improving the performance of the fast execution modes which provide 

essential support for complete machine simulation. This support includes the 

following capabilities and benefits: 

Making it possible to simulate complex workloads 

Simulating workloads that include a real operating system, other system software, 

and large applications may require executing many billions of cycles before even 

reaching a section of interest. For example, the operating system needs to boot up, 

other system software may need to be started, and the applications themselves may 

need to run until a particular phase, function, or condition is reached. Fast simulation 

allows the simulator to reach this point in a practical amount of time. 

Supporting software development and debugging 

In addition to quickly executing billions of cycles, fast simulation modes execute 

workloads with interactive performance, which allows for iterative software 
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development and debugging, which once again would be impractical in slower 

modes of simulation. This is particularly important for research systems, which may 

not currently exist in functional form, as well as large multiprocessors, which even if 

they exist may have limited availability. For both research and commercial systems, 

concurrent software development is a superior alternative to having to wait for 

functional hardware before software can be developed. Debugging software on a 

simulator reduces the confusion between hardware and software bugs, and 

comparison of simulator and hardware results can help to find hardware and 

software errors, and to explain observed hardware results. 

Enabling exploration of a large design space 

Within the parameters of the fast simulation mode, fast simulation allows researchers 

to iterate quickly over a larger design space; that is, more configurations – for 

example differing numbers of processors or nodes, or different memory sizes – may 

be explored in the time it would take a slower mode to simulate a single 

configuration. 

Providing rough estimates of performance and performance trends 

Even a minimally accurate mode of simulation can provide a rough estimate of 

performance. Like economists, computer systems researchers desire positive trends, 

and rough estimation of performance and behavior can give an idea of the direction 

of a trend, if not its precise magnitude. 

Promoting accuracy over precision 

As noted in [Cain02], supporting the execution of the operating system and realistic 

workloads may increase the overall accuracy of a simulation – that is, its ability to 

predict performance under actual use – even if it is necessary to reduce low-level 

precision, that is the level of detail used in modeling the system microarchitecture, in 

order to run realistic workloads with adequate performance. 

To summarize, complete machine simulation depends on fast simulation, and any 

improvement of overall scalability will depend on extension of fast simulation modes 

for scalability and performance. Although this is likely to result in reduced detail, it 

can improve overall accuracy, since workload fidelity is improved, while facilitating 

workload positioning before switching to more detailed modes of simulation. 
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2.5.2  Parallel Embra 

Parallel SimOS implements “speed at any cost” by supporting a fast, parallel mode of 

execution, Parallel Embra. Parallel Embra extends Embra, SimOS’s fastest mode of 

execution, which uses binary translation and direct shared memory simulation, with 

parallelism through most of the simulator.  

Our work builds upon the original Parallel Embra experiments of [Witchel96], which 

used up to 4-way process-based parallelism, in translated code only; serial execution 

in the simulator itself limited overall scalability. By addressing this and other 

limitations, the Parallel SimOS system dramatically improves performance and 

scalability. 

While parallelism and direct usage of the underlying shared memory system reduce 

overhead and improve performance, they reduce simulation detail by allowing non-

deterministic ordering of events and memory references. 

Fast simulation with Parallel Embra provides the benefits of fast simulation with few 

disadvantages. Although non-determinism can make software debugging more 

difficult and reduce repeatability and detail, Parallel SimOS supports checkpoints for 

repeatability, as well as static and dynamic mode switching for detailed, 

deterministic execution.  

2.5.3  Flexible, scalable simulation 

The goal of Parallel SimOS is to enhance overall scalability and performance, while 

preserving the detailed simulation modes, as well as the overall capabilities and 

simulation features of original SimOS. It supports flexible, complete machine 

simulation of shared-memory machines. 

In the next chapter, we describe the overall Parallel SimOS architecture and design, 

including Parallel Embra and important trade-offs in its design and implementation. 
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Chapter 3  
Parallel SimOS design 

 

To study how parallelism and multiprocessors can make large system simulation 

tractable and practical, we have developed Parallel SimOS, an enhanced version of 

the SimOS complete machine simulator. In this chapter, we describe the Parallel 

SimOS design, focusing on major trade-offs that we had to address for multiplexing 

and synchronization in Parallel Embra, and discussing our resulting design of 

decimation in space with unsynchronized execution. 

3.1 Design overview 

The design for Parallel SimOS was driven by the desire to use parallelism and 

multiprocessors to enable the simulation of large systems with practical performance. 

Our approach was to extend the SimOS system, which provided the underlying 

complete machine simulation functionality, with features for enhanced performance 

and scalability.  

We have discussed how SimOS exposes the speed/detail trade-off by providing 

multiple modes of simulation, and how fast, less accurate modes of simulation enable 

realistic workloads including both a production operating system and applications. 

Parallel SimOS extends this trade-off with Parallel Embra, a parallel implementation 

of SimOS’s Embra CPU simulator. To show how Parallel Embra fits into the SimOS 
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architecture, we begin by reviewing SimOS’s simulation models for the MIPS 

architecture. 

3.1.1  SimOS simulation models 

SimOS includes support for the MIPS and Alpha instruction set architectures (as well 

as experimental x86 support), but for this work we will consider the MIPS processor 

models, which are the most mature and flexible.  

SimOS includes three processor models for the MIPS architecture:  

• MXS implements a detailed microarchitecture model for a dynamically 

scheduled, superscalar processor similar to the MIPS R10000. MXS produces 

detailed timing information and statistics, and also supports non-blocking cache 

models. 

• Mipsy is a sequential interpreter for the MIPS instruction set, written in table-

driven C code. Although Mipsy does not measure processor pipeline effects, it 

supports several memory system simulators, including bus-based and NUMA 

memory systems, with blocking caches. 

• Embra [Witchel96] simulates the MIPS instruction set by translating basic blocks 

of target machine instructions into binary code which simulates its behavior; it 

supports an in-line cache memory system model which is less detailed than 

Mipsy’s memory models, but is significantly faster. 

To characterize the performance of each simulation mode, and to illustrate the 

speed/detail trade-off, we consider the overhead of simulation compared to direct 

execution on the native hardware. 
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SimOS CPU Model Detail Approximate 
KIPS 

Self-relative 
Slowdown 

MXS Dynamic, superscalar 
microarchitecture model; 

non-blocking memory 
system 

12 2000+ 

Mipsy Sequential model; blocking 
memory system 

800 300+ 

Embra w/caches Single-cycle CPU model, 
simplified cache model 

12000 ~20 

Embra Single-cycle CPU and 
memory model 

25000 ~10 

Table 3.1: Estimated performance for serial SimOS CPU models 

This table illustrates the detail and relative performance for SimOS’s CPU models for 
the MIPS architecture, running on the R10000-based Origin 2000 and FLASH 
multiprocessors. 

As shown in table 3.1, more detailed modes of simulation require significantly more 

time to execute the same workload; this is due to the additional computation and 

data management required to provide additional behavioral and timing detail. By 

dynamically changing simulation modes, or making use of checkpoints, 

experimenters may choose which parts of a workload to execute quickly (for example 

booting the operating system, or executing the initial phases of a program) and which 

portions to simulate in more detail, at the cost of reduced execution speed. 

3.1.2  Applying the speed/detail trade-off 

SimOS and Parallel SimOS help users exploit the speed/detail trade-off by providing 

two mechanisms that allow the simulator to execute different portions of the 

workload in different simulation modes: dynamic mode switching and checkpoints.  
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Figure 3.1: SimOS simulation architecture 

By using these mechanisms, the user may statically or dynamically replace the CPU 

and memory models in a SimOS simulation in order to vary the speed and accuracy 

of the simulator over the course of a simulated workload. 

Dynamic mode switching allows the simulator to switch from one mode of simulation 

to another while the simulation is running, under scriptable control, without 

restarting the simulator, losing register or memory state, or losing behavioral 

correctness. This enables less interesting portions of the workload to be executed with 

fast “positioning” modes of simulation, while more interesting portions of the 

workload may be simulated with detailed, slower modes of operation. 

Checkpoints allow simulator state to be stored and retrieved from disk. This allows 

subsequent simulations to start up quickly and continue from a particular state, by 

simply loading a previously saved checkpoint. Checkpoints may be generated 

quickly with faster modes of simulation, or more slowly with more accurate modes. 

Providing a variety of simulation modes that vary in speed and detail, along with 

dynamic mode switching or checkpoints, makes simulation of long-running 

workloads practical, because billions of cycles may be simulated quickly with fast 
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positioning modes, or simulated once and saved as a checkpoint, before examining 

workload behavior in detail using slower modes of simulation. Most importantly, it 

enables simulation of realistic workloads, including the operating system as well as 

system and application software, by avoiding the large amount of time which would 

otherwise be required to start up the operating system kernel, device drivers, system 

processes, and other applications. 

The speed/detail trade-off affects overall execution time in the following manner: 

! 

Time
simulation

= Time
workload

" Fraction
mod e

" Slowdown
mod e( )

mod es

#  

Figure 3.2: Execution time using the speed/detail trade-off 

For a workload executed using different modes of simulation, the overall simulation 
time will be equal to the workload time multiplied by the sum of the fraction of virtual 
time spent in each mode and the slowdown for that mode (i.e. a weighted average of 
slowdowns based on simulated time.) 

Depending on the amount of time spent in detailed execution mode, we may observe 

performance limits consonant with Amdahl’s law, where overall runtime is 

dominated by the time spent in slower, detailed simulation modes. 

3.1.3  Parallel Embra 

Parallel SimOS extends SimOS’s speed/detail trade-off by extending the Embra 

binary translation emulation mode with a fast, parallel mode of execution, Parallel 

Embra. Binary translation emulation achieves increased speed compared to 

interpretation by pre-translating basic blocks of target machine code into code which 

is directly executable on the host machine, and which simulates the computation and 

memory system of the target machine. Parallel Embra extends this approach with 

parallel simulation using direct shared memory simulation and decimation in space, 

mirroring the hardware organization in software. 

Direct shared memory simulation 

Like Embra, Parallel Embra gains performance by using a simplified memory model, 

and using simulator memory to simulate shared memory in the target machine. 

Embra and Parallel Embra simulate the target memory system directly in translated 

code, by translating virtual addresses to simulator memory addresses (using a 

translation array in 32-bit mode, and a hash table in 64-bit mode). Once the addresses 
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are translated, memory operations are simulated by direct access to the simulator 

memory. 

Parallel Embra shares simulator memory among multiple simulator threads, which 

execute in parallel. Although the hardware maintains cache coherency for simulator 

memory, variation in execution speed across simulator threads means that memory 

operations are not deterministically ordered in virtual time. 

Decimation in space 

To gain advantages of parallel performance, parallel algorithms divide a task into 

sub-tasks which may be executed in parallel. Since computer systems – and 

multiprocessor systems in particular – consist of hardware modules which operate in 

parallel, it makes sense to take advantage of this parallelism in a parallel simulator. 

Parallel Embra divides simulated hardware into modules, which can be simulated by 

parallel simulator threads, according to the granularity of the hardware that the 

simulator is running on, a straightforward and effective approach we call decimation 

in space.  
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Figure 3.3: Decimation in space 

For the decimation in space approach, simulated nodes – shown as small boxes in the 

above diagram – are assigned to simulator threads and shared memory which are in 

turn distributed across a multiprocessor for parallel execution.  

In addition to providing performance benefits from parallelism, dividing simulated 

hardware among simulator processes localizes the computational and storage 

requirements of a set of simulated hardware nodes in a single simulator process, 

improving cache and memory affinity. 

Mirroring the hardware organization in software 

Decimation in space exposes the parallelism implicit in complete machine simulation 

in a straightforward and practical fashion. Parallelism in the target machine is 

mirrored in the simulator, at the granularity of the underlying hardware that the 

simulator is running on. We call this mirroring the hardware organization in software, as 

the simulator becomes a coarser-grain software implementation of the actual 

hardware, preserving the computation and memory organization. The 

communication architecture is also preserved, since local communication remains 

local while remote simulator communication generally corresponds to remote 

communication in the simulated machine. 
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Specifically, we mirror the hardware organization by: 

• Dividing virtual processors among simulator threads 

Virtual processors are statically allocated to simulator threads, for simplicity and 

memory system affinity. 

• Co-locating simulated memory and computation 

Memory location in the simulated machine is replicated in the simulator by 

placing simulator memory, translation cache (see section 3.2.1), and computation 

corresponding to a piece of simulated hardware onto the same underlying 

hardware node. Additionally, the translation cache for a virtual processor is 

placed on the node which runs its simulating thread and contains its memory 

space. 

• Replicating structures across simulator threads 

Parallel SimOS eliminates contention for structures that are accessed in parallel, 

such as the translation cache and event queue, by replicating them across 

simulator threads. In general, we try to avoid merging simulated components into 

shared structures which can become bottlenecks under parallel simulation. 

In the next sections, we describe the multiplexing and synchronization trade-offs 

which formed the basis for the decimation in space approach. 

3.2 Multiplexing trade-offs 

Parallel Embra required us to make several design decisions to manage trade-offs 

between costs and benefits for parallel execution. Parallel Embra addresses trade-offs 

in two primary areas: multiplexing, or the division of computation and data across 

simulator threads and underlying hardware, and synchronization, or the handling of 

operations in virtual time. We begin by looking at multiplexing trade-offs in Parallel 

Embra’s translation cache, event queue, and CPU scheduler. 

3.2.1  Translation cache 

To avoid the overhead of repeatedly re-translating code, translated blocks are stored 

in a translation cache (TC), which is indexed by virtual program counter (PC). To 

dispatch control to a virtual PC, Embra first looks up the PC in the TC; if that location 
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has already been translated, then Embra may transfer control directly to that 

translated block, or may generate a jump to it, as necessary. If the location has not 

been translated, then Embra translates the block at that location, and stores it in the 

TC. 

 

Figure 3.4: Embra block diagram 

This block diagram of the Embra CPU model shows its most important data 
structures, the Translation Cache (TC) and TC index. 

The TC caches the results of decoding and generates a custom block of code which 

performs the computational and memory operations required to execute the 

simulated code. This can be seen as an example of partial evaluation or memoization: 

the translated code is a partially evaluated version of a function to interpret the 

simulated code, and calls to the dispatch loop are replaced on the fly with jumps to 

the translated block of code, an optimization known as chaining. With the chaining 

optimization, one block of translated code jumps directly to another, avoiding the 

overhead of the dispatch loop, decoding, and translation or interpretation. Since 

chaining happens in the simulator address space, but PC values are virtual addresses, 

only jumps within the same page are guaranteed to be correct. Jumps to addresses in 

other pages are speculatively chained, jumping to code which checks to make sure 

the physical address is correct – if not, control is returned to the dispatch loop. 

Speculative chaining also allows register jumps to be chained, in which case both the 

virtual and physical addresses must be checked. 
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Translation cache in Parallel Embra 

For Parallel Embra, we wanted to preserve the benefits of the translation cache, while 

allowing it to operate efficiently in parallel. 

In order to avoid translating the same block repeatedly, we initially implemented a 

shared translation cache. By sharing the translation cache across simulator threads, 

we hoped to avoid increasing translation overhead linearly with simulator 

parallelism. 

Unfortunately, this approach led to significant contention for the translation cache 

and cache index, limiting performance. Additionally, the chaining optimization did 

not work well in a parallel environment, since multiple threads executing the same 

basic block – for example a function being invoked from multiple call sites – could 

end up repeatedly re-chaining the block to a different location. This led to cache 

conflicts and repeated cache flushes, as well as incorrect speculative chaining, causing 

exits back to the dispatch code. 

To avoid the problem of chain conflict, we developed a per-processor register jump 

cache, which mapped virtual PC addresses to translation cache addresses, providing 

relatively quick dispatch. However, we still observed slowdown caused by 

contention for the TC and TC index, and ended up replicating both structures across 

simulator threads. 

This is an example of mirroring the hardware architecture in software, to the degree 

of parallelism in the simulator. If one considers the TC to be part of a simulated 

processor, it naturally makes sense to place it on the node which is simulating that 

processor. We were able to place the TC and TC index memory on the executing node 

as well. 

While TC replication eliminated TC contention and improved performance, it 

resulted in linearly increased translation overhead, which is visible in the statistical 

profile. However, even with this effect, Parallel Embra’s overall parallel overhead is 

relatively small. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Summary of statistical PC sampling data (pcsampx)-- 
                       4923236: Total samples 
                     49232.360: Accumulated time (secs). 
                          10.0: Time per sample (msecs). 
                             4: Sample bin width (bytes) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Function list, in descending order by time 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 [index]      secs    %    cum.%   samples  function (dso: file, line) 
 
     [1]   251.130   0.5%   0.5%     25113  RemoveAddrQC64 (sim8: qc64.c, 177) 
     [2]   165.880   0.3%   0.8%     16588  Tlb_Lookup (sim8: r4k_cp0.c, 358) 
     [3]   156.110   0.3%   1.2%     15611  Em_QC64Reload (sim8: qc64.c, 356) 
     [4]   101.120   0.2%   1.4%     10112  flushrange (sim8: userflush.c, 172) 
     [5]    86.820   0.2%   1.5%      8682  ChainBasicBlock (sim8: translator.c, 1646) 
     [6]    77.490   0.2%   1.7%      7749  DecodeInstrs (sim8: decoder.c, 69) 
     [7]    71.270   0.1%   1.8%      7127  EmbraCpuCycleCount (sim8: clock.c, 918) 
     [8]    69.140   0.1%   2.0%      6914  Em_EXCEPTION (sim8: r4k_cp0.c, 1417) 
     [9]    67.310   0.1%   2.1%      6731  EventLock (sim8: parallel.c, 959) 
    [10]    67.180   0.1%   2.3%      6718  PeriodicCallout (sim8: clock.c, 740) 
    [11]    66.970   0.1%   2.4%      6697  backdoor_call (sim8: mem_control.c, 160) 
    [12]    65.760   0.1%   2.5%      6576  _syssgi (libc.so.1: syssgi.s, 8) 
    [13]    61.190   0.1%   2.7%      6119  PhysToMemAddr (sim8: simmisc.c, 1624) 
    [14]    58.230   0.1%   2.8%      5823  longjmp (libc.so.1: setjmp.s, 172) 
    [15]    57.120   0.1%   2.9%      5712  GlobalFromPid (sim8: parallel.c, 513) 
    [16]    54.680   0.1%   3.0%      5468  AddAddrQC64 (sim8: qc64.c, 143) 
    [17]    54.600   0.1%   3.1%      5460  UpdateAndCheckInterrupts (sim8: clock.c, 171) 
    [18]    52.970   0.1%   3.2%      5297  TC_flush1 (sim8: tc.c, 405) 
    [19]    49.620   0.1%   3.3%      4962  TCcoherence_is_code (sim8: tc_coherence.c, 143) 
    [20]    45.260   0.1%   3.4%      4526  hack_fpsetround (sim8: asm_support.s, 342) 
    [21]    44.110   0.1%   3.5%      4411  CEmEventPoll (sim8: clock.c, 499) 
    [22]    42.570   0.1%   3.6%      4257  CheckQC64 (sim8: qc64.c, 93) 
    [23]    40.130   0.1%   3.7%      4013  ReenterTC (sim8: driver.c, 645) 
    [24]    39.480   0.1%   3.7%      3948  TLBHash64bit (sim8: r4k_cp0.c, 342) 
    [25]    37.990   0.1%   3.8%      3799  memset (libc.so.1: bzero.s, 98) 
    [26]    37.930   0.1%   3.9%      3793  TC_PCLookup (sim8: tc.c, 727) 
    [27]    37.730   0.1%   4.0%      3773  Em_TranslateVirtual (sim8: r4k_cp0.c, 435) 
    [28]    35.180   0.1%   4.1%      3518  EventDoCallback (sim8: eventcallback.c, 60) 
    [29]    34.990   0.1%   4.1%      3499  GlobalFromCPU (sim8: parallel.c, 544) 
    [30]    33.510   0.1%   4.2%      3351  EventProcess (sim8: eventcallback.c, 178) 
    [31]    32.300   0.1%   4.3%      3230  Em_MoveToSR (sim8: r4k_cp0.c, 1925) 
    [32]    31.980   0.1%   4.3%      3198  SetRoundingMode (sim8: fpu.c, 1432) 
    [33]    27.960   0.1%   4.4%      2796  IsValidPA (sim8: simmisc.c, 1612) 
    [34]    27.060   0.1%   4.4%      2706  FindTCA (sim8: translator.c, 1303) 
    [35]    26.480   0.1%   4.5%      2648  StatRecordIncrement (sim8: statrecord.c, 602) 
    [36]    25.170   0.1%   4.5%      2517  _Barrier (sim8: asm_support.s, 226) 
    [37]    24.840   0.1%   4.6%      2484  mem_ref (sim8: mem_control.c, 283) 
    [38]    23.250   0.0%   4.6%      2325  Translate (sim8: translator.c, 2912) 
    [39]    22.240   0.0%   4.7%      2224  RegistryIsInRange (sim8: registry.c, 237) 
    [40]    21.280   0.0%   4.7%      2128  _LockAttempt (sim8: asm_support.s, 124) 
… 
         46420.160  94.3% 100.0%   4642016  **OTHER** (includes excluded DSOs, rld, etc). 
  

Table 3.2: Statistical profile of Parallel SimOS on FLASH32  

For a workload consisting of the Barnes, FFT, LU, Ocean, Radix, Water and pmake 
benchmarks, the statistical profile (ssrun -pcsampx) reveals parallel overhead due 
to replicated translation (as seen in time for routines flushrange, 
ChainBasicBlock and DecodeInstrs), as well as locking routines, non-blocking 
synchronization routines, and the barrier routine used for translation cache flushes. 
However, the overall parallel overhead is small since most of execution time is spent 
running translated workload code. 
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3.2.2  Event queue 

Any computer system simulator needs to handle events that occur at a particular 

virtual time. For Parallel SimOS, we originally made use of SimOS’s centralized event 

queue, with appropriate synchronization to preserve correctness. The idea was that a 

single event queue would preserve a consistent ordering in virtual time across all 

processors. Additionally, since events are relatively rare, we did not expect extensive 

contention over the event queue. Unfortunately, real-time event frequency increases 

with parallelism; even a 16-fold increase in real-time event frequency (on a 16-way 

parallel simulation) resulted in notable overhead due to event queue locking. 

To solve this problem, we replicated the event queues at the degree of parallelism of 

the underlying simulation – once again, an example of the decimation in space 

approach. Although we no longer had a centralized sequence of events, managed by 

the central shared event queue, event order was still maintained both at a virtual 

processor level, and in virtual time as a whole, since interaction between processors 

occurs through the underlying shared memory system, which guarantees consistent 

read and write ordering across processors. 

3.2.3  CPU multiplexing and scheduling 

SimOS and Parallel SimOS support simulating multiple virtual processors on a single 

simulator thread. In the MIPSY and MXS emulators, this allows virtual time to 

progress correctly, by executing operations in virtual time order. Embra, in contrast, 

can only switch context at the granularity of a basic block, and it switches in strict 

round-robin order among virtual processors, based on a configurable time slice 

which is specified in simulated cycles.  

Large vs. small timeslice 

Although context switching in Embra is fairly low-overhead, simply replacing a set of 

registers, including a pointer to the CPU state structure, frequent context switching 

results in lower execution speed. However, infrequent context switching can lead to 

inefficiencies in multiprocessor execution, particularly in producer-consumer 

situations where one thread is waiting for another, or in the case of spin locks, where 

multiple threads may be spinning in idle loops, waiting for a single thread to release 

a shared resource. Since Embra is unaware that one thread is waiting for another, 
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cycles will be wasted as threads spin waiting for operations to be completed by a 

non-executing thread. 

MPinUP mode 

To avoid the producer-consumer and spin-lock problem in multiprocessing or 

parallel workloads, Embra may be configured with a minimal timeslice, causing it to 

switch context after every basic block – a configuration called MPinUP 

(multiprocessor in uniprocessor) mode. Although this increases context switch 

overhead, it can reduce wasted time. This has the additional effect of reducing the 

virtual cycle skew between processors. 

Certainly for very large timeslices, MPinUP mode could result in significant 

reduction of wasted cycles. However, since spin loops run very quickly in Embra, the 

real-time performance improvement may not be as significant. 

At the other end of the spectrum, Embra may be configured with a very large 

timeslice, to reduce context switch overhead, or a happy medium may be sought 

somewhere in between. 

Operating System threads vs. simulator threads 

Although it would have been possible to use a single operating system thread for 

each virtual processor, kernel threads in Irix do not support efficient fine-grain CPU 

switching – for example switching after every instruction in MIPSY or every basic 

block in Embra’s MPinUP (Multiprocessor in Uniprocessor) mode. Additionally, in 

Irix it is difficult to control the detailed scheduling behavior of kernel threads, for 

example to determine their precise interleaving over time. Instead, SimOS and Embra 

periodically execute a simulator context switch, changing the variables, registers, and 

pointers from the state of one virtual processor to that of the next. 

Timeslices for Parallel Embra 

Parallel Embra retains Embra’s multiplexing and timesliced context switching, but 

enhances it with dynamically adjustable timeslices – the timeslice may be changed on 

the fly either using Tcl annotations, or via spin loop optimization. 
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Large static timeslice and spin loop optimization 

For the SPLASH-2 benchmarks running on Parallel SimOS, we found that overall 

performance was greatest with large, fixed timeslices. However, in the case of parallel 

applications using spin loops and barrier synchronization after timesteps, this results 

in a fair amount of wasted effort, as multiple CPUs on a simulator thread will waste 

their entire timesteps spinning in barrier loops. Conversely, large timeslices may also 

hide load imbalance by allowing slow processors to complete their computation 

phases within a single timeslice. To reduce wasted time in spin loops, we introduced 

spin loop optimization. Spin loop optimization detects certain spin loops – basic 

blocks which consist only of loads and which jump back to the beginning of the same 

basic block, such as: 

while (lock == BUSY) {  
   /* wait for lock to be released */ 
} 

Table 3.3: Prototype recognized by spin loop optimization 

 
When a spin loop is identified, the translator generates code to temporarily reduce 

the timeslice while the CPU is in the spin loop. The result is that non-spinning CPUs 

receive more computation time, improving the useful computation of a given 

simulator thread, at the expense of time synchronization. 

Static scheduling vs. dynamic scheduling 

We implemented static, round-robin based scheduling, similar to serial Embra, for 

several reasons. Static scheduling is simple to implement and to get right; it is 

unlikely to have problems resulting in process starvation. Additionally, there is 

minimal scheduling overhead. Most importantly, static scheduling preserves memory 

and cache affinity; it enables a closer mapping of simulated hardware to actual 

hardware. 

We wished to preserve temporal and spatial locality, and for memory placement to 

have some meaning. In addition to process migration costs, load balancing adds 

implementation complexity. Applications may automatically load balance, and 

underlying load balancing could interfere. Static scheduling recreates the hardware 

architecture in software, resulting in a simulator which more closely resembles the 

hardware it is simulating. In future work, it may be desirable to directly compare the 
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complexity and overhead of load balancing implementations versus the decimation 

in space approach.  

The load imbalances that we saw – the critical limitation of our approach – are 

unavoidable in the case of N virtual processors simulated on N parallel threads, but 

less significant in an M-on-N case. 

Load imbalance issues 

Static scheduling may result in load imbalances and loss of synchronization. For 

example, one virtual CPU may require much more simulator computation than 

another, resulting in a disparity in MIPS across simulator threads. If the simulation is 

unsynchronized, the execution speed disparity will result in increased cycle skew 

across processors. If the simulation is synchronized, then load imbalance may result 

as faster CPUs end up waiting for slower CPUs to catch up. 

In the case where each simulator thread simulates one virtual CPU, the load cannot 

be balanced across simulator threads without splitting a thread into finer-grain 

parallelism; this would require a significantly different design as well as new 

simulation algorithms incorporating features such as speculation and instruction 

reordering. Although this may be an interesting research direction for the future, it 

was not practical to investigate those techniques in the scope of this research. 

In the case where multiple CPUs are being simulated by one simulator thread, load 

imbalance is likely to be smaller, since the MIPS for a thread will now be the sum of 

average MIPS for each virtual CPU belonging to a thread. However, since we 

observed actual load imbalances in practice, it may be worth revisiting the scheduling 

issue to reduce load imbalances. 

3.2.4  Summary 

Multiplexing trade-offs form the basis for our approach of decimation in space. 

Trade-offs in managing the translation cache and event queue motivated the 

approach of replication and mirroring hardware in software. Similarly, a desire for 

simplicity and affinity motivated the approach of computation and memory co-

location, implemented by static scheduling and memory placement. In the next 

section, we discuss additional trade-offs that motivated our synchronization design 

for Parallel Embra. 
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3.3 Synchronization trade-offs 

Other fundamental trade-offs in Parallel Embra relate to synchronization. In general, 

any kind of synchronization trades off performance for accuracy. In the case of 

Parallel Embra, we desired high performance, and we were willing to trade off 

simulation detail; this is reflected in our relaxed approach to memory system 

synchronization and virtual time synchronization, which leans toward “speed at any 

cost” to enable maximum scalability and performance. 

3.3.1  Speed vs. determinism 

The fundamental trade-off in simulation is speed versus simulation detail. In the case 

of Parallel Embra, we gain performance from parallel shared memory access at the 

expense of deterministic execution. As mentioned above, Parallel Embra accesses 

shared memory in parallel without explicit virtual time synchronization for memory 

accesses. By giving up this synchronization, we avoid significant complexity and cost, 

such as a separate system for ordering memory accesses in virtual time, speculative 

execution, barriers, or other mechanisms, and handle low-level memory operations in 

hardware rather than software. Unfortunately this results in a major reduction in 

simulator accuracy, in the form of non-deterministic execution. In Parallel Embra, 

memory accesses are ordered in virtual time, but are unlikely to be ordered 

consistently across multiple runs. Non-determinism eliminates strict repeatability 

and complicates debugging. Parallel Embra’s use of shared memory introduces a 

dependency between virtual time and real time which also increases perturbation 

effects due to introspection, logging, and machine load. 

3.3.2  Virtual time synchronization 

Although using the underlying shared-memory system directly improves 

performance greatly compared to a memory system simulator, it introduces a 

dependency between real time and virtual time. In particular, varying real-time 

performance across threads can result in unrealistic orderings of events in virtual 

time. To mitigate this effect, we implemented variable interval-based time 

synchronization, where periodically we force fast threads to wait for slow threads to 

catch up. Since Parallel Embra does not schedule memory events (instead shared 

memory accesses are executed directly by using the underlying shared memory 

system) we cannot currently achieve precise memory ordering using a WWT-like 
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scheme of fine-grained synchronization (this would require cache simulation and a 

synchronization interval lower than the minimum remote access time). Nonetheless, 

barrier-based synchronization can limit virtual time skew across simulated 

processors, according to the granularity of synchronization. One could imagine, for 

example, synchronizing time after every basic block, producing a very tightly 

synchronized simulation, or synchronizing at much larger intervals, producing a 

simulation which allows significant hysteresis over synchronization intervals. 

To evaluate the effects of synchronization, and to determine the best synchronization 

intervals across our benchmarks, we ran them over a variety of synchronization 

intervals. We expected to find a trade-off between trade-off between simulation speed 

and time synchronization – and we did, in a sense. For all of our benchmarks, we 

discovered that the best synchronization interval was an interval longer than the 

execution time of the benchmark. 

Although time synchronization improves accuracy and repeatability, we have found 

that it introduces excessive overhead, compared to unsynchronized execution. For 

example, even if we synchronize every 10 million cycles, we still incur measurable 

overhead (from 10%-366%) for a variety of benchmarks. 
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Figure 3.5: 32-on-32 slowdown by barrier synchronization interval 

As seen in this graph, any synchronization causes slowdown. Barrier synchronization 
provides intermediate points in the speed vs. detail (matching virtual time across 
simulated processors) trade-off. 

Figure 3.6 shows the results of running benchmarks for a variety of simulation 

intervals – 500,000 cycles, 1 million cycles, and 10 million cycles. We found that any 

barrier-based synchronization caused slowdown compared to unsynchronized 

execution, and this is seen in the y-axis time scale, which is shown as a normalized 

ratio (slowdown) of synchronized execution time to unsynchronized execution time. 

Interestingly, eliminating any synchronization – or synchronizing over intervals 

larger than the run time of our benchmarks – does not affect behavioral correctness. In 

general, both Irix and the SPLASH-2 benchmarks are quite tolerant of wide variations 

in virtual execution speed, although those variations may create load imbalances. 

However, if interrupts arrive early, Irix will reschedule them, resulting in interrupt 

storms as a timeout deadline approaches, an example of timing-dependent algorithm 

effects which are discussed further in chapter 5. 

Why is behavioral correctness preserved even with such wide variation of virtual 

speed across simulated processors? The answer is that the underlying memory 

system enforces a sequential consistency model, and each simulated processor sees a 
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consistent ordering of events – for example, in no case does one processor find event 

A before event B while another sees event B before event A. 

Barrier synchronization illustrates another trade-off between speed and detail: virtual 

time may be synchronized at the expense of speed, while unsynchronized execution 

is up to four times faster than synchronized execution, even with large 

synchronization intervals. Most importantly, behavioral correctness is preserved by 

the underlying shared memory system. 

3.3.3  Summary 

Just as multiplexing trade-offs form the basis of our decimation in space approach, 

synchronization trade-offs form the basis of our unsynchronized execution approach. 

Although correctness is not compromised, Parallel Embra gains execution speed at 

the expense of time synchronization, by avoiding virtual time synchronization in the 

memory system and across simulator threads. Use of barrier synchronization can 

provide some degree of virtual time consistency, at a significant cost in performance. 

3.4 Design conclusions 

Parallel SimOS is an enhanced version of the SimOS system which includes a fast, 

parallel execution mode, Parallel Embra. We have seen how the trade-offs in 

hardware multiplexing led to the decimation in space approach, and how trade-offs 

in synchronization led to our approach of unsynchronized execution.  

Decimation in space 

For decimation in space, the system to be simulated is divided into segments which 

can be simulated in parallel. This improves performance by reducing the 

overcommitment of machine resources and increasing the CPU and memory 

bandwidth per virtual processor. Parallel SimOS mirrors the hardware organization 

in software, at the granularity of the underlying system that the simulator is running 

on. As a result, the simulation resembles an implementation of the system to be 

simulated, but at a coarser node granularity and slower real-time performance. 

The decimation in space approach did not follow directly from implementing a 

parallel simulator on a multiprocessor. In contrast, the default parallel programming 

environment on a shared-memory machine such as the SGI Origin typically provides 
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threads and shared memory that are scheduled and managed by the operating 

system. Although Parallel Embra allows threads to begin execution on any processor, 

their starting processor becomes their home due to explicit memory placement. 

Moreover, conflicting concerns such as the desire to reduce translation overhead, or 

to provide a clear ordering of events in virtual as well as real time, led us at first to 

attempt fusing certain subsystems in the simulator that were split in the actual 

hardware. The resulting low performance underscored the importance of mirroring 

hardware design in software, most notably preserving parallelism rather than 

serializing formerly parallel subsystems. 

Loose synchronization 

In addition to the decimation in space approach, Parallel Embra makes use of very 

loose synchronization, first by using hardware shared memory, and second by 

avoiding virtual time synchronization across simulator threads. Although Parallel 

Embra includes a flexible virtual time synchronization system, which attempts to 

connect virtual time and real time, we ended up not using it in practice, since 

avoiding virtual time synchronization resulted in improved performance and did not 

compromise correctness.  

Our approaches of decimation in time and unsynchronized execution demonstrate 

simplicity and symmetry between hardware and software architecture, resulting in 

effective parallel performance. In the next chapter, we present several performance 

studies, before continuing with a usability case study, a review of this work, and a 

discussion of future opportunities.
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Chapter 4  
Performance 

 

In this chapter we show how Parallel SimOS’s fast, parallel execution mode, Parallel 

Embra, addresses the performance challenges of large system simulation. Examining 

results for a set of test workloads running on simulator configurations of up to 1024 

simulated processors on 64 real hardware nodes, we show that Parallel Embra 

mitigates the multiplicative slowdown associated with multiprocessor simulation, 

enabling simulation of large systems with practical performance. 

Peak performance study 

We start by investigating Parallel Embra’s peak performance in MIPS, which we 

estimate by running a trivial benchmark. We then show that actual sustained 

performance running a set of SPLASH-2 benchmarks compares well to estimated 

peak performance, yielding approximately 10% of estimated hardware MIPS for our 

benchmark suite. 

Self-relative slowdown study 

While good MIPS results are encouraging, execution time is the most meaningful 

measurement of performance. For simulation workloads, simulation time is the most 

important measurement of performance. To compare the cost in execution time of 

various modes of simulation, we consider hardware self-relative slowdown, which is 
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how much slower a workload runs in simulation compared to its execution time on 

the hardware that is being simulated. Since simulation speed depends on the 

machine the simulator is running on, we ran Parallel SimOS on the actual hardware it 

was simulating, allowing us to measure the overhead of simulation independent of 

the underlying hardware. Our results demonstrate that parallelism mitigates the 

slowdown incurred by multiprocessor simulation. In particular, Parallel Embra 

running on a multiprocessor has comparable slowdown to non-parallel Embra 

running on a uniprocessor. 

Workload effects and computation speedup 

While the test workloads generally see good self-relative slowdown running on 

Parallel Embra, we observe problems with parallel execution of certain benchmarks 

due to several effects, including unavoidable load imbalance effects, poor 

synchronization behavior, and serial startup and initialization phases. We examine 

these effects by considering the virtual profiles of several benchmarks running on 

Parallel Embra. To explore parallel performance in more detail, we factor out startup 

effects by considering speedup for parallel computation regions of the benchmarks. 

Scalability study 

Since our ultimate goal is to enhance the scalability of complete machine simulation 

and facilitate the study of large workloads, we also include results for 1024-processor 

configurations, showing Parallel SimOS’s ability to boot and run interactive 

workloads and its performance for benchmark code. Our results show that not only 

can Parallel Embra be used interactively for large machine simulation, but it reduces 

the slowdown of 1024-processor simulation from 10,000 or more to less than 500 – a 

factor which could reduce simulation time from days or weeks to hours.  

Conclusion 

Parallel SimOS demonstrates that parallelism can effectively address the problem of 

multiplicative slowdown for multiprocessor simulation. Parallel Embra achieves 

comparable slowdown to serial Embra, as well as good computation region 

performance, and improved scalability for simulations of up to 1024 processors. 
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4.1 Hardware and software configuration 

For our performance studies, we used several benchmarks from the SPLASH-2 

[Woo95] suite of parallel applications (as well as the original SPLASH [Singh92] suite) 

running on Parallel SimOS. In addition to the SPLASH-2 programs, we also ran a 

parallel make benchmark, pmake, based on the compile phase of the Modified 

Andrew Benchmark which was distributed with SimOS, and, for the peak 

performance study, a simple parallel test we call ptest (available in appendix B). 

benchmark description   source 

Barnes Hierarchical Barnes-Hut method for N-body problem SPLASH-2 

FFT Fast Fourier Transform SPLASH-2 

LU Lower/Upper matrix factorization SPLASH-2 

MP3D Particle-based hypersonic wind tunnel simulation SPLASH 

Radix Integer radix sort SPLASH-2 

Raytrace Ray tracer SPLASH-2 

Ocean Ocean currents simulation SPLASH-2 

Water Water molecule simulation SPLASH 

pmake Compile phase of Modified Andrew Benchmark SimOS distribution 

ptest Simple compute-bound benchmark (array addition) 
new for Parallel 

SimOS 
(see appendix B) 

 

Table 4.1: Parallel SimOS Benchmarks 

 

For basic performance measurement and profiling, we ran our benchmarks on 

Parallel SimOS in serial (i.e. N simulated processors on one simulator thread) and full 

parallel (i.e. N simulated processors on N parallel simulator threads) modes for 1 to 

64 simulated processors, on the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor, which we describe 

below. The resulting simulated machines resemble the hardware that Parallel SimOS 

was running on, enabling hardware self-relative comparisons. 
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Figure 4.1: 64-processor Parallel SimOS test configuration 

Parallel SimOS’s ability to simulate a machine similar to the machine it is running on 
allowed us to measure self-relative slowdown for simulations of up to 64 processors. 
 

 
Figure 4.2: Output of Raytrace benchmark from 8-way Parallel SimOS 

To verify Parallel SimOS’s operation, we compared the output of benchmarks running 
in both simulated and actual hardware environments, making sure that simulated 
results produced correct output as well as statistics that showed effective parallel 
execution. Graphical benchmarks such as Raytrace offered additional, visual evidence 
that the simulator was working correctly. 
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Simulation hardware: the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor 

We present benchmark and test results from Parallel SimOS running on the Stanford 

FLASH multiprocessor [Kuskin94, Gibson00], a hierarchical shared-memory 

multiprocessor developed in Stanford’s Computer Systems Laboratory and based on 

SGI Origin 2000 hardware modified with a custom, programmable memory 

controller (the MAGIC chip). The final, mostly functional, FLASH configuration, 

consisted of 64 single-processor MIPS R10000 nodes running at 225 MHz with 75 

MHz MAGIC memory controllers and approximately 220 available megabytes of 

memory per node, for a total of 14 GB of physical memory for the entire machine, all 

connected over an SGI CrayLink interconnect. The FLASH hardware and software 

configuration was completed in 2003 (by Bob Kunz) and the hardware was 

subsequently repaired and upgraded (by Alan Swithenbank) to run more reliably in 

64-processor mode, where it ran until it was dismantled in 2006. 

parameter value 

Processor 
Number of Processors/Nodes 
Memory 
Processor Clock Speed 
System Clock Speed 
Instruction Cache 
Primary Data Cache 
Secondary Cache 
Maximum IPC 
Maximum Outstanding Misses 
Network latency 
Memory latency 
Cache Coherence Protocol 

MIPS R10000 
64 

220 MB/node, 14GB total 
225 MHz 

75 MHz 
32 KB, 64B line size 
32 KB, 32 B line size 
2 MB, 128 B line size 

4 
4 

50 ns hops, hypercube 
140 ns to first double-word 
dynamic pointer allocation 

Table 4.2: FLASH hardware specifications 

The Stanford FLASH machine is a 64-way parallel shared-memory multiprocessor 
which modifies SGI’s Origin 2000 architecture with a custom memory controller, 
MAGIC. These specifications are based on [Gibson00]. 

In the next section, we describe our initial performance study of Parallel SimOS 

running on the FLASH hardware. 

4.2 Peak performance 

To determine the overall potential of parallel simulation as well as an upper bound of 

performance, we constructed a very simple parallel benchmark, ptest, which 
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summed up arrays of numbers in parallel. (Code is provided in appendix B). This 

served as a simple sanity check for the baseline functionality as well as a 

demonstration of Parallel SimOS’s highest level of performance, which simulations 

are unlikely to exceed. 

On the 32-processor FLASH machine, Parallel SimOS achieves a peak performance of 

50 MIPS per processor (compared to estimated hardware performance of 280 MIPS), 

demonstrating the potential scalability and performance of both Parallel SimOS and 

parallel simulation in general. 

 
Figure 4.3: Peak MIPS on FLASH32 

Running the simple ptest benchmark on an early version of Parallel SimOS 
demonstrated the performance potential of our approach – up to 50 MIPS per 225 
MHz processor (since the R10000 can execute the benchmark directly at 1.25 
instructions per cycle, this compares to about 280 estimated hardware MIPS). The 
Irix boot and benchmark startup shows lower performance, while other brief drops 
may be due to outer or inner OS activity. 

The ptest results are encouraging, but ptest is an excessively simple benchmark 

designed to measure peak performance, so the results may not accurately predict 

performance of more realistic applications. To gain a more accurate estimate of 

overall performance, we ran a suite of benchmarks in the 32-way parallel 

configuration. 
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For the our entire suite of tests, running on the same hardware, we were able to 

achieve an average of around 956 MIPS over the entire run, and we frequently 

observed over 1000 MIPS during the benchmarks themselves. This is close to 30 

MIPS/processor in simulation, which compares favorably with an estimated 280 

MIPS/processor for the Radix benchmark running natively on the same hardware.  

 
Figure 4.4: Sustained MIPS on FLASH32 

This figure shows MIPS (vertical axis) over time (horizontal axis, in statistical 
intervals) for a workload of multiple benchmarks, demonstrating good sustained 
performance over the entire suite. Ignoring effects of a slower memory system, we 
estimate 280 MIPS/processor for a sample benchmark (Radix) on the 225 MHz 
FLASH machine.  

Running natively on hardware, the Radix benchmark achieves higher MIPS than 

ptest, because it spends more time in spin loops, showing that MIPS alone do not 

necessarily indicate useful or usable performance; overall execution time is more 

important, and we would like to evaluate and predict the actual time it will take to 

simulate a workload with Parallel SimOS. In the next section of this chapter, we 

compare simulation time to hardware execution time. 
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System imbalance effects 

Interestingly, on Embra and Parallel Embra, ptest achieves higher MIPS than Radix 

– the reverse of the hardware results. This is an example of system imbalance effects, 

where the relative cost of operations varies between the simulator and hardware, 

yielding variance in real-time performance. In SimOS, for example, traps such as TLB 

misses are much more expensive than they are on the actual hardware. Conversely, 

some operations such as floating point instructions, branches and I/O are relatively 

cheaper (though I/O performance is configurable and is synchronized with virtual 

time). For serial SimOS, these changes in real-time performance do not affect the 

measurement of virtual time. However, as we have noted, changes in real time 

performance can perturb the virtual time performance of simulations in Parallel 

Embra, yielding unavoidable load imbalance and reducing simulation accuracy. In 

the immediate sense this problem provides a warning against comparison of MIPS 

across different benchmarks and differing degrees of parallelism, but it also 

illustrates an important real-time performance effect in simulation. 

The following table summarizes both simulated and hardware MIPS, showing the 

problem of MIPS ratings as well as system imbalance effects. 

Workload MIPS/processor  
(serial Embra, 1 
processor FLASH) 

MIPS/processor  
(Parallel Embra, 32 
processor FLASH) 

MIPS/processor  
(native, 8 processor 
FLASH, estimated) 

ptest 31 (estimated) 50 280 

Benchmark suite 25 30 304 (Radix) 

Table 4.3: MIPS summary for Parallel SimOS and native hardware 

The MIPS/processor for serial Embra are over the entire benchmark suite. As shown 
in this table, Parallel Embra achieves good MIPS relative to both serial Embra and to 
native hardware performance. Both the ptest and SPLASH benchmarks achieve 
improved MIPS running in parallel. Part of this may be due to improved memory 
bandwidth, but wasted instructions in spin loops increase the overall instruction 
count. 

Cross-benchmark comparisons aside, we find that per-processor MIPS do not 

decrease between serial and Parallel Embra, and Parallel Embra’s performance 

compares well with native hardware performance. 
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Summary 

Although we observe system imbalance effects and wasted instructions, Parallel 

SimOS achieves overall instruction execution performance which scales well with 

parallelism. Our initial estimates of performance using the simple ptest benchmark 

were borne out with results for multiple applications, indicating that Parallel SimOS 

can achieve performance that is only ten times slower than the actual hardware, for 

parallel workloads. In the next section, we examine hardware-relative performance in 

more detail and show that a 10x estimated slowdown is accurate in terms of overall 

execution time as well as MIPS. 

4.3 Hardware-relative slowdown 

Since the goal of Parallel SimOS is to provide scalability and practical performance 

for large system simulation, we wish to consider slowdown, that is, how much longer 

a workload takes to run on the simulator, compared to execution time on actual 

hardware. To eliminate effects of faster simulation hardware (e.g. simulating a slow 

target architecture using a much faster machine), we can measure hardware self-relative 

slowdown, i.e. the slowdown resulting from simulating the hardware (in our case the 

FLASH machine and SGI Origin) that the simulator is running on. Hardware self-

relative slowdown provides a measure of the overhead of simulation itself, and can 

be compared between serial and parallel simulation modes. 

We measured hardware self-relative slowdown for Parallel SimOS running our 

benchmarks from the SPLASH-2 and SPLASH suites as well as pmake, a parallel 

make from the Modified Andrew Benchmark, included in previous versions of 

SimOS. 
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Figure 4.5: Hardware self-relative slowdown 

Since Parallel SimOS runs on the system it simulates, we were able to measure 
hardware self-relative slowdown for our benchmarks for 1 to 64 processors on the 
FLASH machine. The results show that Parallel SimOS achieves comparable 
slowdown to serial SimOS – that is, the self-relative slowdown does not increase 
greatly up to 64 processors. The Barnes benchmark shows greater slowdown due to 
system imbalance effects. LU-big and Radix-big are the LU and Radix programs run 
with larger data sets. 

With the exception of Barnes and Raytrace-2, we see that hardware self-relative 

slowdown does not increase significantly from one to 64 processors, which is to say 

that Parallel SimOS allows us to run parallel simulations with comparable slowdown 

to serial simulations, provided we have enough parallelism in the underlying 

hardware. For the other benchmarks, we see slowdowns from 1 to 17 on 64-processor 

Parallel SimOS, with a typical value being closer to 10. 

We noted poorer performance in Barnes, while the MP3D benchmark actually ran 

faster on the simulator than on the actual hardware at high degrees of parallelism. In 

contrast, the LU program demonstrated excellent performance on Parallel SimOS. 

These results are due to a variety of workload effects, which we examine in the next 

section. 
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4.4 Workload effects 

To understand the above results – particularly the results for the Barnes and MP3D 

applications – we examine the behavior in closer detail using the virtual profiling and 

visualization subsystem that we developed for Parallel SimOS (we discuss its 

architecture and features, as well as other benchmark profiles, in appendix A). The 

virtual profile visualizations indicate that overall performance may be reduced by 

three main workload effects: system imbalance effects, excessive contention, and 

startup/serial initialization effects.  

System imbalance effects 

We observed that the Barnes benchmark showed poor self-relative slowdown and 

reduced speedup even in its computation phase, the result of system imbalance 

effects – in this case a change in the relative execution speed of threads as we move 

from hardware execution to simulation with Parallel Embra. These effects were 

revealed by visualizing the virtual profile of the benchmark.  

The virtual profiling subsystem samples the virtual PC over real time, and an 

interactive visualizer subsequently graphs the profile by virtual CPU (vertical axis) 

over real time (horizontal axis). The following figure, a visualization of the virtual 

profile of the Barnes benchmark, helps to explain the performance problems we 

observed. 
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Figure 4.6: Barnes on FLASH32 

Parallel SimOS’s virtual profiling subsystem samples the virtual PC over real time, 
and our interactive visualizer displays PC location (colored by user and kernel 
routine) over both space and time: processor on the vertical axis and time on the 
horizontal axis. In the above graph, kernel idle routines are in grey, other kernel 
routines are in blue, and application synchronization routines are in black 
(TreeBarrier) or white (libc routines). For the Barnes application, we observe that 
most of the runtime is spent in the TreeBarrier routine (in black); slower threads are 
seen to spend much time in TLB miss handlers. 

We observe that computation phases for Barnes on Parallel SimOS are poorly load-

balanced, and that much time is spent in TLB miss handlers (blue). The Barnes 

benchmark appears to show an extreme case of system imbalance effects, where 

excessive TLB misses on certain threads slow down simulated execution much more 

than hardware execution, resulting in load imbalances on the simulator that are not 

present when executing natively on the hardware. Since Parallel Embra cannot 

parallelize beyond the intrinsic thread parallelism of the application, this is an 

unavoidable limitation of our overall approach. 

Excessive contention effects 

While system imbalance effects can reduce performance under parallel simulation, 

excessive contention effects in a benchmark can sometimes make simulator 

performance look better than it actually is. The visual profile of the MP3D benchmark 
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shows excessive contention and descheduling, explaining its remarkably good self-

relative slowdown, but revealing that it is actually achieving poor parallel 

performance (a result which we show in the next section of this chapter). 

 
Figure 4.7: MP3D on FLASH32  

Looking at the MP3D benchmark’s performance in simulation in space and time, we 
observe that much time is spent in the libc locking routines (white) as well as in kernel 
idle loops (grey). 

MP3D spends most of its time descheduled, due to excessive contention on fine-grain 

particle locks, and also to an error in the Irix port of the benchmark: it uses the 

synchronized random() routine extensively, which results in further descheduling of 

the application. On the simulator, slower performance reduces contention and 

subsequent descheduling, while the increased performance of the hardware increases 

contention and descheduling, leading to poor performance relative to simulation. In 

this case, fixing problems in the benchmark and/or revising it to have looser-grain 

synchronization overall could yield improved performance on both real and 

simulated hardware. Although it was not in the SPLASH suite (and we did not test it 

on Parallel Embra), a subsequent version (PSIM4 [McDonald91]) of the MP3D 

application developed by its original author achieved good performance on both 

message-passing and shared-memory machines. 
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Serialization effects 

 
Figure 4.8: LU on FLASH32 

LU avoids the problems of both Barnes and MP3D. However, it still suffers from a 
lengthy serial startup and initialization phase. 

Even applications with good performance in simulation do not necessarily benefit as 

much as they could from parallel simulation. For example, LU is the star performer of 

the benchmark suite: in contrast to the previous two applications, it exhibits no load 

imbalance and minimal contention and descheduling effects. Nonetheless, it 

demonstrates a problem we observed in every application, namely serialization in the 

startup phase, due to sequential sproc() calls and serial initialization in the master 

thread. All of our benchmarks exhibit significant startup and serial initialization 

effects, which means that overall execution time does not reflect the actual parallel 

performance of the simulator.  

Summary 

In this section, we have used visual profiling to illustrate three important workload 

effects for parallel simulation: system imbalance effects, which can lead to load 

imbalances in the simulator that do not exist in hardware; excessive contention (and 

poor benchmark scalability), which can make a simulator’s performance look better 

than it actually is; and serialization effects, which limit the overall benefit from 

parallel execution. 
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In the next section, we examine the parallel performance of our benchmarks in more 

detail, irrespective of serial initialization effects. 

4.5 Computation speedup 

The visual profiles reveal one limitation in all of our parallel benchmarks: a lengthy 

startup and serial initialization phase, which increases observed slowdown, and 

reduces speedup, as per Amdahl’s law. As a result, those measurements, while they 

do predict performance for programs with similar limitations, do not adequately 

reflect the parallel performance achieved in Parallel Embra. For this reason, we now 

consider speedup for the parallel computation regions, which illuminates the actual 

parallel performance in more detail.  

Using visual profiling, we were able to identify the startup and computation phases 

of several benchmarks, and to calculate speedup for the computation phases under 

Parallel SimOS. These results are plotted in the following figures. 
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Figure 4.9: Computation speedup on FLASH32 

 
Figure 4.10: Computation speedup on FLASH64 

By considering the execution time for the computation regions of the benchmarks, we 
can measure speedup irrespective of the serial initialization phases. Most importantly, 
Parallel SimOS shows improved speedup from 32 to 64 processors for every 
application. Speedup is limited in some cases, particularly for Barnes and Ocean, by 
system imbalance effects. MP3D’s speedup is primarily limited by the benchmark 
itself, which has fine-grained synchronization bottlenecks. 
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The results show that that several benchmarks – LU, FFT and Radix – achieve good 

speedup in their computation regions, and the LU benchmark exhibits superlinear 

speedup for its computation region on both FLASH32 and FLASH64, probably due to 

increased cache, TLB and memory bandwidth. 

Although the Barnes and Ocean applications achieve some parallel speedup in their 

computation regions, they are limited by system imbalance effects. And in spite of 

doing well in terms of overall slowdown, the excessive contention of the MP3D 

benchmark, which we examined in the previous section, limits parallel speedup for 

its computation region.  

The visual profiles in the previous section illustrate the causes of reduced speedup 

for Barnes and MP3D: system imbalance effects and poor application 

synchronization, respectively. If we examine the visual profile of the Ocean 

benchmark, we can see that its performance is limited by system imbalance effects 

(similarly to Barnes) as well as frequent barriers. 

System imbalance in Ocean 

 
Figure 4.11: Ocean on FLASH32 

In addition to a serial initialization phase, we observe frequent synchronization, OS 
code execution and descheduling, and system imbalance effects in the computation 
phases. 

Looking at the visual profile of Ocean, we see a large amount of synchronization 

overhead (in black). This appears to be the result of varying amounts of OS activity 

(in grey) across threads during several benchmark phases. Computational system 

imbalance effects can be seen in the short computation intervals, which are 
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dominated by faster threads waiting for slower threads at frequent synchronization 

barriers. 

Summary 

Although workload effects limit parallel performance for several of our benchmarks – 

notably Barnes, Ocean and MP3D – the other applications achieve significant parallel 

performance gains in their computation regions, as shown by computation region 

speedup, for up to 64 processors. The question remains, however, whether the 

parallel performance seen in smaller workloads results in increased performance and 

scalability when simulating larger workloads, and we explore this question in the 

next section. 

4.6 1024-processor results 

In order to test its maximum scalability, we configured Parallel SimOS to simulate a 

1024-processor machine. Since the version of Irix that we used did not reliably 

support more than 128 processors, we partitioned our simulated machine into virtual 

clusters of 128- or 64-processor machines, connected to a global shared memory. 

1024-processor boot test 

In order to test the interactive functionality of the 1024-processor simulation, we 

developed a console tool (shown below) in Tcl which allowed us to view and type at 

virtual consoles for each of the instantiations of Irix. 
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Figure 4.12: 1024-processor system boot 

For this test, we stretched the limits of resource overcommitment (1024 virtual CPUs 
on 8 real CPUs) yet still were able to use the simulation interactively. In the figure, 
we show a simulated cluster of 16 64-processor machines running 8-way parallel. 
Varying programs and activities can be seen in different panes of our virtual console 
tool. 

Running 8-way parallel on our Origin 2000, this simulation booted up in 

approximately 90 minutes, and although the simulated machines were slow to 

respond, they demonstrate the possibility of interactive use of a large machine 

simulation.  

CPU and memory limits 

Simulating a 1024-processor system on an 8-processor system represents the upper 

limit of scalability for Parallel SimOS, at which point the effects of linear slowdown, 

cache and TLB exhaustion become excessive. While extreme overcommitment is 

possible, simulating a machine of 16 to 64 times larger than the underlying real 

hardware yields more usable performance. 

Simulators require enough storage to encapsulate the state of a simulated machine. 

By far the largest component of this storage is the target machine’s memory. Memory 

requirements will be determined by the application, but an application that requires 
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full machine memory will require scaled-up memory capacity (possibly including 

virtual memory) commensurate with the overcommitment of the host architecture. 

This may have practical ramifications for workload size, as it may be difficult to find 

a machine with, for example, 16 times the memory of a typical workstation. 

For large system simulation on our Origin and FLASH machines, we were limited to 

16 and 14 GB of real memory, respectively, and about 32 GB of virtual memory, 

which enabled us to simulate a machine of 1024 processors and 16 or 32 MB of 

memory per processor. The memory limits of our host architecture thus limited the 

memory size of our target machine, causing us to simulate a machine smaller than 

what would actually be built, along with a workload (in this case, applications with 

fairly low memory requirements) which could fit on the scaled-down machine. 

1024-processor benchmark tests 

Although the 1024-processor (or 1024p, for ease of reference) simulation tended to 

put the FLASH prototype into an inconsistent state, we were able to boot the 128x8 

virtual cluster both 32- and 64-way parallel, and to run the Radix and LU 

benchmarks. 

Since it was not feasible to get a baseline 1024p result on the FLASH machine (we 

estimate the baseline LU result would have taken 48 hours, during which time 

FLASH would have either crashed or been rebooted), we compare the 1024p 

performance with a theoretical 1024p baseline machine which is exactly 8x slower 

than the 128p machine.  
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Figure 4.13: Slowdown for 1024-processor simulations  

In this graph, we compare estimated slowdown for a 1024-processor serial simulation 
to actual slowdown for Parallel Embra running two benchmarks, 32- and 64-way 
parallel, respectively. In spite of the effects of a long serial initialization phase (which 
can be observed in the visual profile), we find that slowdown is reduced by a factor of 
13-20 overall. For a one minute (real time) benchmark, this would reduce simulation 
time from more than a week to approximately 8 hours. 

Comparing our actual real time/virtual time slowdown for Parallel SimOS to our 

estimated slowdown for serial SimOS indicates that parallelism can dramatically 

reduce the time required to simulate a very large machine, from weeks or days to a 

matter of hours, making large system simulation practical and usable. 

4.7 Discussion 

In this chapter, we have presented a variety of results from small, medium and large-

scale simulations, running a variety of benchmarks, which demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the Parallel SimOS approach, as well as workload effects for parallel 

simulation. 

We have seen that the upper limit of performance is very good, and that for the 

SPLASH-2 benchmarks, Parallel SimOS achieves comparable MIPS per processor to 

serial SimOS – about 10% of hardware performance. In the best case, our vintage 225 
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MHz R10000s provide overall computing bandwidth (for well-parallelized 

workloads) of 1600 MIPS and sustained performance of 956 MIPS. 

By examining self-relative slowdown, we have shown that Parallel SimOS executes 

our parallel workloads with comparable overhead to serial SimOS executing a serial 

workload. Examining the visual profiles of our benchmarks reveals a variety of 

challenging aspects for parallel simulation – system imbalance effects, benchmark 

limitations, and startup effects including long serial initialization phases. The 

initialization phases reduce overall performance, but factoring them out reveals that 

Parallel Embra is achieving significant speedup, sometimes even superlinear 

speedup, for the parallel computation regions of our applications, for up to 64 

processors. 

Since we report the best of three results running each benchmark, this has the effect 

of reducing our observed translation overhead, since the OS kernel and benchmarks 

would already be in the translation cache for the first run. Since translation overhead 

scales linearly (because of replicated translation caches), the first run of a benchmark 

will see increased translation overhead, increasing the hardware-relative slowdown 

and reducing speedup. Translation overhead effects can be seen in the self-profiling 

results, discussed briefly in section 3.2.1. However, our sustained performance results 

include all runs of multiple benchmarks, demonstrating that even in the case of 

varying code and translation cache overhead, Parallel Embra achieves good sustained 

performance. 

Perhaps most importantly, our large system results demonstrate that the Parallel 

SimOS approach can greatly improve the performance and scalability of large system 

simulation for up to 1024 processors. We were able to run up to 128 virtual processors 

per single real processor, although we find 16:1 to 64:1 to be more practical ratios of 

virtual to real processor overcommitment for large system simulation. As we have 

noted, the amount of memory (real and virtual) available to Parallel SimOS also 

places an upper bound on the size of the system which may be simulated, and the 

degree of memory overcommitment (a factor of two in our largest simulations) will 

also affect performance. 
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Overall performance evaluation 

We have shown that Parallel SimOS can simulate very large systems, up to 1024 

processors in our tests, with practical performance. Parallel SimOS demonstrates that 

smaller multiprocessors may be used to simulate larger multiprocessors, and that 

experiments that would take days on a serial simulator may be completed in hours 

on a parallel simulator.  

Importantly, we observe that self-relative slowdown for Parallel SimOS has not 

increased greatly compared to serial SimOS – that is, Parallel Embra can simulate the 

machine it is running on with an approximate slowdown of 10, comparable to non-

parallel Embra – showing that parallel simulation can compensate for the 

multiplicative slowdown incurred by simulating parallel systems. On top of our 

large-system results, we have shown that self-simulation of smaller parallel machines 

up to 64 processors is extremely effective. 

Parallel SimOS 
CPU Model 

Detail Approximate 
KIPS 

Self-relative 
Slowdown 

MXS Dynamic, superscalar 
microarchitecture model; 

non-blocking memory 
system 

12 2000+ 

Mipsy Sequential model; blocking 
memory system 

800 300+ 

Embra w/caches Single-cycle CPU model, 
simplified cache model 

12000 ~20 

Embra Single-cycle CPU and 
memory model 

25000 ~10 
 

Parallel Embra Single-cycle CPU and 
memory model; parallel, 

non-deterministic execution 

1,000,000 ~10 

Table 4.4: Estimated performance for Parallel SimOS CPU models 

The above table places Parallel Embra in context with Parallel SimOS’s other modes 
of simulation, illustrating how Parallel SimOS extends the speed/detail trade-off with 
significantly improved performance for multiprocessor simulation. 
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Placing Parallel Embra in context with SimOS’s other modes of simulation, we find 

that it extends SimOS’s speed/detail trade-off in a manner that is particularly 

beneficial for large system simulation, providing scalable simulator performance 

without greatly increasing the overhead of simulation. 
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Chapter 5  
Usability 

 

In the last chapter we examined the performance of Parallel SimOS and showed how 

it improves the overall scalability of complete machine simulation. In this chapter we 

present a case study of using Parallel SimOS to analyze a complex parallel program: 

Parallel SimOS itself. By self-hosting Parallel SimOS, we hoped to determine why it 

was not performing well on certain benchmarks, and why virtual time increased in 

parallel simulation. 

Our results from using Parallel SimOS to study itself demonstrate the practicality and 

benefits of the Parallel SimOS design. We find that adding a fast, parallel execution 

mode – Parallel Embra – improves the workflow for complete machine simulation of 

complex programs. The Parallel SimOS system helped us understand and solve the 

problem of virtual time expansion. Using Parallel Embra along with more detailed 

modes of simulation, we were able to find and fix implementation errors, and to 

identify scripting system and execution mode limitations which can be addressed in 

future work. Additionally, our experiments exposed intrinsic limitations of 

unsynchronized parallel simulation: non-repeatability, perturbing instrumentation, 

interaction with timing-dependent algorithms, and system imbalance effects. 
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Interestingly, Parallel Embra has the capability of gathering each of the statistics 

which ultimately helped us understand the problems we were studying. This 

indicates that faster, less detailed modes of simulation can still provide useful insight 

into application behavior and performance: for example, showing what code is being 

executed when and where, or counting events over time and space.  

In the following sections we describe our motivation for running Parallel SimOS on 

itself, describe the self-hosting workflow and experiments, summarize the results and 

analysis from these experiments, and discuss the usability implications for Parallel 

SimOS. 

5.1 Problem and motivation 

Several reasons motivated us to investigate the possibility of using Parallel SimOS to 

analyze its own performance by running itself, a configuration we call self-hosting. 

Initial performance measurements running the SPLASH-2 benchmarks revealed that 

Parallel SimOS was not achieving good performance – as measured by hardware self-

relative slowdown and self-relative speedup – on the Origin or FLASH hardware. 

Although performance in MIPS was fairly good, benchmarks such as Radix appeared 

to be taking more virtual time running on Parallel Embra than they took on serial 

Embra. Since we had a powerful performance analysis tool in Parallel SimOS itself, it 

made sense to examine the possibility of using Parallel SimOS to simulate itself for 

performance debugging purposes and hopefully help to solve the problem of virtual 

time expansion. Additionally, since we were competing with other projects for access 

to the FLASH machine, self-hosting provided an opportunity to make progress 

independent of contention for shared hardware resources. Moreover, since the 

FLASH machine was a research prototype, many runs failed to complete due to 

hardware, software, or firmware failure. Parallel SimOS, while not free of bugs, 

tended to be more reliable than the hardware itself. Lastly, self-hosting in non-

parallel mode offered the possibility of non-perturbing introspection and 

deterministic performance. 

5.2 Experiments and results 

To analyze the causes of virtual time expansion in Parallel Embra, we conducted a 

variety of experiments to measure its performance. Although our initial self-hosting 
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tests did not clearly show variation between parallel and non-parallel simulation, 

subsequent experiments revealed two classes of performance problems that were 

causing virtual time expansion: system imbalance effects, and timing-dependent 

algorithm effects. In the sections below, we describe the experiments which helped us 

to discover these effects, and continue with a discussion of the usability implications 

from our self-hosting study. 

5.2.1  Using Parallel Embra 

After configuring Parallel SimOS to simulate a workload consisting of Parallel SimOS 

running the Radix benchmark, we were able to make use of the capabilities of Parallel 

SimOS – to run this workload in Parallel Embra, to switch into other modes of 

simulation as desired, and to take checkpoints which could be restored later. We also 

developed annotations to allow introspection into the self-hosted simulation. 

(Although in principle Parallel SimOS is just another parallel program, getting 

Parallel Embra to simulate itself – and to introspect into the self-hosted simulation – 

required solving a variety of challenging problems, which we discuss in appendix C). 

As an early experiment, we measured computation phase timing for the Radix 

benchmark, running in Parallel Embra hosted on Parallel Embra. Although we did 

observe variation in phase timing, indicating a possible load imbalance in parallel 

execution, the variance in thread execution speed introduced by annotations, 

combined with increased contention/serialization due to a non-parallel scripting 

subsystem, resulted in variable virtual timing; this made us suspect simulator effects 

rather than workload effects, motivating further simulation in detailed modes. 

Benefits of Parallel Embra 

As expected, we found that Parallel Embra improved the workflow for complete 

machine simulation by allowing us to rapidly position our workload. However, our 

experiences also indicate that Parallel Embra may provide some worthwhile 

capabilities on its own, including tight interleaving, instruction/exception/event 

counting, and phase profiling. 

Parallel Embra provided an extension of the speed/detail trade-off which allowed us 

to rapidly simulate billions of cycles, including starting up Irix and Parallel SimOS, 

and to run Parallel SimOS up to the point of interest (the beginning of the simulated 
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workload). At this point, we were able to take checkpoints, which we then restored 

into slower, more detailed modes of operation. Detailed execution, as we describe 

below, subsequently revealed both bugs in Parallel Embra as well as more intrinsic 

limitations such as timing-dependent algorithm interaction and system imbalance 

effects. 

Although we used more detailed modes of simulation to measure phase timing and 

event counts, the statistics (described in section 5.2.4) which ultimately ended up 

explaining Parallel SimOS’s behavior were based on data which could have been 

acquired in Parallel Embra (or serial Embra). We expect that a parallelized Tcl 

subsystem, combined with use of a few annotations, would have enabled us to 

observe the causes of virtual time expansion in the Parallel Embra environment; 

future opportunities for enhancing Parallel SimOS include implementing a fully 

parallel annotation environment. 

Limitations 

We also observed some expected limitations of Parallel Embra and Parallel SimOS in 

general. One was the disadvantage of perturbing introspection, a limitation which 

was exacerbated by our non-parallel Tcl subsystem. Lack of synchronization 

introduced timing-dependent algorithm interactions and general timing variance, 

and reduced repeatability. However, we did not exploit Parallel Embra's barrier 

synchronization, which could possibly have improved virtual time behavior. 

Additionally, we observed non-repeatability, in the form of variance in timing results 

across multiple runs of Parallel Embra. The fundamental cause of this variance is 

Parallel Embra’s unsynchronized parallel execution, but serialization in the Tcl 

subsystem can make the problem worse. One way of achieving repeatability and 

determinism is to restore a checkpoint into a deterministic simulation mode, as we 

did for subsequent experiments. 

5.2.2  Memory system simulation 

To provide greater detail, including memory system modeling, we ran our workload 

in Mipsy, a detailed, serial mode of execution which was configured with two-level 

simulated caches and a bus-based memory model. Runs under this configuration did 

not show excessive cache misses or variance in cache or TLB misses between parallel 
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and serial simulation (though as we describe below, excessive exceptions were 

causing system imbalance effects, resulting in load imbalance in parallel mode that 

did not occur in serial mode). 

5.2.3  Phase profiling 

Examining phase times in Mipsy, we observed load imbalances in parallel simulation 

that did not occur in serial simulation, clearly showing that the increase in virtual 

time was due to variance in computation phase time under parallel simulation: 

  

Serial Embra Parallel Embra 

Figure 5.1: Benchmark phase times, serial vs. Parallel Embra 

The figure above plots computation phase times for Parallel SimOS simulating the 
Radix benchmark. The horizontal axis is simulated wall clock time, and the vertical 
lines show the beginnings of each computation phase. The solid bars show 
computation intervals, while the white gaps are synchronization intervals. 

Benefits of phase profiling 

As seen above, the phase profile showed how long computation phases were taking 

per processor, and provided a clear picture of what was happening in both space – 

across simulated processors and simulator threads – and time. In particular, it clearly 

showed that load imbalances were occurring, by showing that faster threads were 

wasting time in barriers waiting for slower threads to finish their computation steps. 

The visual profile also showed which threads were running slowly for which time 
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steps, and showed that computation phases were taking longer under parallel 

simulation. 

The clear insights from phase profiling and visualization led us to develop an 

integrated virtual profiling subsystem for Parallel Embra, which allowed us to take 

virtual profiles in real time, along with an interactive visualizer to help with display 

and analysis of the results. The visual phase profiling subsystem, which we describe 

in detail in appendix A, produced the benchmark profile plots discussed in chapter 4. 

5.2.4  Event counts and statistics 

To determine the source of load imbalance over computation regions, we examined 

several event counts and statistics, including instruction counts, MIPS, and exception 

counts. We observed that performance was dropping dramatically for certain threads 

due to a relatively greater number of exceptions, primarily TLB misses. Since 

exceptions generate simulator callouts, they slow down the real-time performance of 

the thread generating the exception. For serial simulation, a drop in real-time 

performance does not have a great effect on virtual time synchronization and does 

not lead to load imbalance, but for parallel simulation a real time performance 

imbalance leads to virtual time load imbalance. With further investigation, we were 

able to identify two causes of load imbalance which were leading to the observed 

virtual time expansion: system imbalance effects, and interrupt storms. 

System imbalance effects 

In the self-hosted environment, we counted TLB misses and observed that they were 

occurring far more frequently compared to running benchmarks on the actual 

hardware. They were also occurring at a greater rate than was being reported by 

Parallel Embra’s statistics subsystem – an unfortunate bug which helped hide the 

problem of excessive TLB misses. Looking at what addresses were causing TLB 

misses, we observed that the same addresses were causing repeated misses, and that 

the same TLB entries were being replaced. This was due to the use of the "random" 

register in the simulated MMU. Like the actual hardware, SimOS based the "random" 

register on cycle count, and this resulted in decidedly non-random behavior, 

particularly in Embra which modeled a single-cycle pipeline. Changing this register 

to an actual pseudo-random function distributed the TLB replacements across 

multiple registers, and solved the problem of excessive TLB misses. 
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One interesting point to note is that a similar problem occurred in certain hardware 

implementations of the MIPS architecture where TLB misses were a higher priority 

than interrupts; in this case, the processor would livelock as a TLB miss in the TLB 

miss handler resulted in evicting a new TLB entry [M. Rosenblum, personal 

communication, April 2005]. The same problem is likely to have caused performance 

problems on other MIPS implementations. In general, having a "random" register 

based on cycle count seems to be a bad idea. 

After we had fixed these two problems, we continued to observe some load 

imbalance in simulation that did not occur in the actual hardware. Even with the 

correct number of TLB misses and other exceptions, the simulator requires much 

more relative time for instructions that cause exceptions and simulator callouts than 

the hardware does. This results in real-time speed variation across threads that does 

not occur on the actual hardware. In serial simulation mode, virtual time is 

independent of real time, so this does not cause load imbalance, but in parallel 

execution mode, this results in certain threads running slower than other threads in a 

given application phase, resulting in wasted time at synchronization points where 

faster threads must wait for slower threads to catch up. System imbalance effects for 

individual benchmarks are discussed in chapter 4.  

Interrupt storms 

After we randomized TLB replacements, we still observed excessive interrupts, due 

to a timing-dependent algorithm in the Irix kernel which re-posted timeout interrupts 

if they occurred before their deadline. Specifically, timeout interrupts would occur 

early relative to the global time base, and Irix would repeatedly reschedule them. As 

the deadline approached, this would recur, resulting in a flurry of interrupts close to 

the deadline, a problem we call interrupt storms. While it is possible to change event 

delivery timing to match this algorithm, the underlying effect of relative virtual time 

inconsistency is an intrinsic limitation (discussed further in section 5.3.1). After 

considering the trade-offs between local and global consistency, we worked around 

this problem by modifying Irix to not reschedule interrupts which were close to a 

deadline. 

Interrupt storms are an example of a general problem caused by a relaxed timing 

model, where timing-dependent algorithms may behave differently in simulation 
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than they do on actual hardware. Fortunately the Irix timeout interrupt scheduler 

was the only example we encountered of an algorithm that requires tight 

synchronization of virtual time across processors. 

5.3 Evaluation 

Our self-hosting experiments – using Parallel SimOS to study itself – provide an 

interesting usability case study for Parallel SimOS. They validate the overall 

approach of using fast simulation for positioning and slower simulation for detailed 

analysis. We found that Parallel Embra, our fastest, parallel mode of simulation, 

provides a number of useful features and benefits, including providing faster 

positioning than serial Embra as well as a similar capability of measuring potentially 

useful statistics. 

In this section, we revisit intrinsic limitations of Parallel Embra, which derive from 

unsynchronized timing, as well as practical issues including implementation 

limitations and opportunities for future work. 

5.3.1  Fundamental limits 

Serial simulation decouples real time and virtual time; this is convenient in many 

ways, for example allowing detailed, time-consuming introspection, or other slow 

simulator operations, without perturbing workload behavior or timing. However, 

using the memory system directly in parallel, as Parallel Embra does, introduces a 

dependency between virtual time and real time. Processors being simulated in 

different parallel threads will interleave their memory accesses differently depending 

on their speed in real time. Slowing down or speeding up a thread will cause its 

memory accesses to be expanded or contracted in virtual time relative to another 

thread. Moreover, since time is not synchronized across virtual processors, non-

memory events such as interrupts also vary in virtual time across processors. Lack of 

virtual-real time synchronization results in fundamental limits of our approach, 

including loss of determinism, system imbalance effects, perturbing introspection, 

and timing-dependent algorithm effects. 
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Loss of determinism 

Since memory events are not ordered consistently in virtual time, we lose the 

determinism which is present in non-parallel modes of simulation. This reduces 

simulator accuracy and repeatability, and also makes the simulation and the 

simulator itself harder to debug. One way to solve the debugging problem is to run 

the simulator on itself, thus producing an overall deterministic environment, and we 

did this as part of the self-hosting study. 

One question we might ask is whether it is possible to recapture determinism in a 

parallel, execution-driven simulator. It may be possible to do so by developing a 

synchronized memory model which provided consistent ordering of memory events 

in virtual time. For shared memory, this requires maintenance of cache line coherency 

as well as ordering of cache events. Embra needs to handle memory consistency in 

order to handle writes to code pages (which may have cached translations which may 

need to be updated), and serial Embra includes a cache simulation mode. A global 

synchronized memory model would have to implement a parallel cache mode along 

with tight synchronization – in particular, no memory read would be able to 

complete before any possible writes to it were completed, and the writes would have 

to be ordered deterministically. The overhead of such a mechanism would be 

significant; it would certainly be worse than the overhead for Embra’s cache mode, 

which is over 50%. 

Parallel, unsynchronized memory access can actually provide finer-grained memory 

system interleaving than can be achieved in serial simulation. Although Embra’s 

MPinUP mode strives to achieve good interleaving via fine-grained context 

switching, Parallel Embra – since it runs in Parallel without context switching, as long 

as there are enough physical processors – can potentially provide better interleaving 

than serial Embra – assuming the effects of unsynchronized execution and perturbing 

introspection are not too great. 

Occasionally other simulator developers [Click07] have expended significant effort to 

introduce non-deterministic memory interleaving into simulators, in order to help 

reveal race conditions and synchronization errors in parallel and threaded 

applications. In such an environment, Parallel Embra’s fine-grained, non-

deterministic memory interleaving is advantageous.  
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System imbalance effects 

Because changes in real time can affect virtual time, differences in system balance, that 

is, changes in relative cost of operations between the hardware and the simulator, can 

have both positive and negative effects. Because of translation overhead, memory 

operations have a much greater intrinsic cost relative to computation in the simulator. 

This may partially reduce the impact of effects such as cache misses and remote 

misses. 

A major change in system balance in simulation is the high cost of simulator callouts; 

in particular, exceptions of any kind are extremely costly in the simulator, and 

simulator performance drops dramatically as exception rates increase. We found that 

TLB misses, for example, caused a load imbalance under parallel simulation that did 

not occur in hardware execution, or under serial simulation. This created a puzzling 

increase in virtual time as the now unbalanced timesteps resulted in fast processors 

waiting for slower processors to complete work before a barrier. Workloads with 

high exception counts will see slowdowns in real time which may create load 

imbalances in parallel simulation. 

In the worst case, system imbalance may cause critical region expansion, where critical 

regions (also known as mutual exclusion regions) in the application or operating 

system expand to the point that they now overlap across threads, resulting in 

serialization and dramatic slowdown. We observed a similar problem annotating 

Irix’s locking routines in Parallel Embra: locks in Irix and in Parallel SimOS were held 

longer, increasing contention and ultimately serializing execution. 

Perturbing introspection 

Lack of virtual time synchronization also limits opportunities for non-intrusive 

introspection. As with intrinsic system balance effects, if one thread runs slower than 

another in real time, the faster thread can end up wasting time waiting for the slower 

thread. Thus, perturbations in real time can perturb the results in virtual time, and 

virtual time can expand or be wasted. Simulator instrumentation, for example using 

Parallel SimOS’s annotation feature, reduces thread performance in real time, 

potentially slowing down one thread relative to another and causing load imbalance. 

Similar problems arise when instrumenting both parallel applications, such as Radix, 

and operating system code, such as the Irix kernel. 
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In the current implementation, the problem of perturbing introspection is worsened 

by a non-parallel scripting system. Although the problem of perturbing introspection 

cannot be avoided completely, its effects could be reduced by parallelizing the 

scripting subsystem and avoiding wide variance in annotation usage across threads. 

Timing-dependent algorithm effects 

Lastly, algorithms that depend on a match between virtual time and real time across 

processors can run into problems running in an unsynchronized simulation 

environment. Fortunately nearly every program we ran was fairly tolerant of 

variations in real and virtual speed across processors;  in general, correctly 

synchronized parallel programs should tolerate performance variation and correctly 

synchronize access to shared data structures. By taking advantage of the hardware 

memory system’s consistency model, Parallel Embra provides a consistent ordering 

of synchronization events across processors, and preserves correctness.  

The problem of interrupt storms resulted from local scheduling of events which was 

not synchronized to global time. This in turn results from our separation of event 

queues and local scheduling, which we implemented to avoid the bottleneck of 

centralized event queues (as well as the potential bottleneck of clock distribution). Yet 

event clock synchronization would still not solve the problem of timing-dependent 

algorithm effects. If a new algorithm were implemented to avoid bottlenecks by using 

a centrally synchronized clock for events, the problem would be reversed in that 

events would be synchronized to a central clock which was still not synchronized 

with the local progression of virtual time, resulting in perturbation of timing-

dependent code such as the Irix scheduler, the ss_run profiler, or threads which do 

not expect to be interrupted before they execute a certain number of instructions. 

5.3.2  Practical issues and future work 

Making effective use of the speed/detail trade-off in a simulator such as Parallel 

SimOS can be challenging. In order to measure detailed statistics, including memory 

system statistics, without perturbing virtual time, we used Mipsy, a slower and more 

detailed mode of simulation, configured to model the memory system. Since neither 

Embra nor Parallel Embra currently support a rough characterization mode 

(including simple cache simulation) for 64-bit programs, we were unable to use other 

modes of execution which could have provided improved simulator detail relative to 
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Embra (fast, but lacking detailed memory system simulation) or performance relative 

to Mipsy (more detailed, but slow and serial). 

In future studies, we would probably make greater use of existing modes of 

execution which offer intermediate speed/detail trade-offs, including Parallel Embra 

with barrier synchronization, and serial Embra with low timeslices (including 

MPinUP mode, which switches context after each basic block). 

Additionally, our experiences point to two important areas for future work on 

Parallel SimOS. First, implementing a parallel Tcl subsystem is likely to reduce the 

effects of perturbing annotations and improve the utility of Parallel Embra for 

measurement and introspection. Secondly, implementing 64-bit and parallel cache 

modes would enable estimation of memory system statistics without the performance 

penalty of more detailed modes of simulation such as Mipsy or MXS. 

Parallel scripting subsystem 

In section 5.2.1, we discussed how the current implementation of our Tcl-based 

scripting system – as well as all of our support infrastructure written in Tcl – is 

currently non-reentrant and non-parallel. As a result, extensive use of Tcl annotations 

in Parallel Embra can introduce bottlenecks and serialization, limiting the utility of 

the scripting subsystem as well as increasing the difficulty of introspection and 

statistical measurement. This limitation could be addressed in the future by 

instantiating multiple Tcl interpreters and re-writing Parallel SimOS’s support 

infrastructure to support parallel data access. 

Middle ground between fast and detailed modes 

One problem we ran into exploiting the speed/detail trade-off is that detailed modes 

of execution may be significantly slower than our fast, parallel positioning mode, 

making the switch to detailed execution particularly costly. In addition to making use 

of intermediate modes such as synchronized parallel mode and serial mode with 

minimal timeslices (MPinUP mode), future work may involve implementing new 

modes of simulation which bridge the gap between fast modes of execution and more 

detailed modes. 

One possibility of enhancing the detail of Parallel Embra would be to add a parallel 

rough characterization mode. Non-parallel Embra supports such a mode, simulating 
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a simplified cache on top of the paged memory model of the positioning mode. It 

should be possible to develop a similar mode of execution for Parallel Embra. 

Currently the rough characterization mode only supports 32-bit execution, due to its 

use of a large Quick Check structure whose size is proportional to the overall address 

space. To implement 64-bit cache mode, we would likely use a mechanism similar to 

the TLB hash table, but supporting individual cache lines rather than pages. In 

parallel operation, TLB cache entries may be invalidated with a single, atomic write, 

and it is possible that the same non-blocking synchronization could be used for cache 

invalidation. Developing a 64-bit, parallel cache mode for Parallel Embra would 

require significant additional work, but could provide two additional modes of 

execution (64-bit serial cache mode and 64-bit parallel cache mode), smoothing the 

transition between faster and more detailed modes of execution. 

5.4 Discussion 

Truly orthogonal complete machine hardware simulators like SimOS have the 

interesting capability of simulating themselves, or self-hosting. Parallel SimOS is an 

early example (possibly the first) of a complete machine simulator that can simulate 

itself running on the machine it is running on, in parallel. Ideally, self-hosting a 

simulator can provide leverage or positive feedback, where improvements to the 

simulator can potentially help to improve the simulator further. 

Although self-hosting Parallel SimOS required complicated solutions to several 

problems (discussed further in appendix C), and was occasionally extremely slow 

due to multiplicative slowdown in serial mode, this approach helped us identify and 

fix performance problems in Parallel Embra, and provided insight into the use and 

usability of Parallel SimOS in general. 

Self-hosting enabled useful instrumentation and measurement of Parallel Embra 

which enabled us to eliminate suspected, but incorrect, sources of performance 

degradation such as memory system delays, and also allowed us to measure 

computation time and discover both that certain benchmark computation phases 

were expanded significantly in real and virtual time, and why this was occurring. 

Additional experiments revealed that performance was suffering from both 

implementation limitations and fundamental limits of our approach. The overall 

approach of unsynchronized parallel execution can lead to timing-dependent 
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algorithm effects, such as interrupt storms created by the Irix kernel, as well as 

artificial load imbalance created by parallelism and varying instruction cost. System 

imbalance effects were worsened by implementation errors which incorrectly 

increased the number of TLB misses (and failed to report them correctly in the 

statistics log). 

After examining performance in the self-hosting environment and fixing Parallel 

Embra’s TLB miss counting, we were able to further verify the accuracy of our 

simulated results by using statistics measurement and profiling on the actual 

hardware, and to eliminate the problems of excessive TLB misses and interrupt 

storms. Since the phase profile, which plotted processor activity over time, that we 

had measured in the self-hosting environment had proven so useful, we decided to 

develop a virtual phase profiling subsystem for Parallel Embra. This provided many 

useful insights (discussed in chapter 4) and further illustrated the intrinsic problem of 

system imbalance effects. 

Our self-hosting study demonstrates that our predicted workflow – using Parallel 

Embra as a fast positioning mode, then using dynamic switching or checkpoints to 

enable more detailed study and analysis – works as expected on a large, complex 

parallel program, Parallel SimOS itself. This reiterates the fundamental benefit of the 

original SimOS approach – the ability to trade off speed for detail – and shows how 

Parallel SimOS enhances it by adding the ability to simulate workloads quickly and 

in parallel. 

In addition to its utility in positioning workloads, we believe that Parallel Embra can 

also measure useful statistics, such as counts of instructions, exceptions or 

application-specific events, over time (virtual or real) and space (e.g. processor or 

node). Perturbing instrumentation is an unavoidable problem for Parallel Embra, but 

the impact of this problem could be reduced via a fully parallel scripting subsystem. 

Although we relied upon the more accurate Mipsy simulator for detailed 

measurements, it is likely that we could have measured many key statistics in Parallel 

Embra itself, as well as in intermediate modes of simulation such as Parallel Embra 

with barrier synchronization or serial Embra in MPinUP mode. Additionally, we 

would have liked to be able to use Embra’s integrated cache simulator in 64-bit serial 
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mode and parallel mode, and this is an important future enhancement for Parallel 

SimOS. 

In conclusion, while the Parallel Embra approach does have limitations due to its 

unsynchronized behavior, it demonstrates how parallel unsynchronized execution 

can both improve positioning mode performance and provide less detailed, but still 

valuable behavioral and statistical measurement capabilities. 
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Chapter 6  
Conclusions and future work 

 

Complete machine simulation is a remarkably useful tool for computer systems 

research, design and development. By simulating realistic workloads that include the 

operating system as well as user applications, it enables analysis which is 

qualitatively different from other types of simulation. While computational 

requirements and architectural trends are driving the adoption of large systems and 

multiprocessors, scalability and performance limitations have previously prevented 

complete machine simulators from achieving their potential as practical tools for 

designing and analyzing such systems.  

This dissertation presents solutions to the problem of complete machine simulation 

scalability and performance through the design and evaluation of the Parallel SimOS 

system, which applies small and medium-scale multiprocessors to the problem of 

large system simulation. 

The Parallel SimOS approach of decimation in space and loosely-synchronized 

execution-driven parallel simulation, combined with slower, more detailed modes of 

simulation, demonstrates a promising new combination of functionality, scalability 

and performance for large system simulation. Unlike previous approaches, Parallel 

SimOS simulates a complete large system – including hardware, virtual memory, 
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operating system, runtime and application code – in parallel and at high speed, and 

supports the simulation of tightly-coupled shared-memory architectures. While 

orthogonal techniques such as decimation in time and workload reduction may be 

used in conjunction with Parallel SimOS, our approach supports interactive parallel 

execution as well as exploitation of the entire computational and memory bandwidth 

of a multiprocessor. 

6.1 Summary of contributions 

This work introduces and evaluates Parallel SimOS, the first complete machine 

simulator that can simulate large shared-memory multiprocessors with practical 

performance. 

Parallel SimOS demonstrates a simple and effective design for large system 

simulation. It makes use of the speed/detail trade-off by extending serial SimOS with 

a fast, parallel mode of execution, Parallel Embra. Parallel Embra exploits the power 

of shared-memory multiprocessors by breaking a simulated system down into pieces 

which are simulated in parallel, an approach we call decimation in space. 

Unsynchronized execution and direct use of the underlying shared memory system 

provide performance at the expense of simulation detail, but preserve correctness. 

Parallel SimOS shows that parallel, complete machine simulation on a multiprocessor 

can simulate  large systems with practical performance. In particular, Parallel SimOS 

solves problems of scalability and performance to enable simulation of large systems 

of up to 1024 processors, systems more than an order of magnitude larger than could 

be simulated with SimOS in its original, serial implementation. Additionally, Parallel 

SimOS achieves performance, measured by self-relative slowdown, comparable to 

uniprocessor simulators such as serial SimOS, demonstrating that parallelism 

mitigates the effects of multiplicative slowdown in large system simulations. 

Our case study of using Parallel SimOS to analyze and debug a large, complex 

parallel application – the simulator itself – illustrates how our fast, parallel execution 

mode, Parallel Embra, effectively extends the speed/detail trade-off and improves 

the workflow of complete machine simulation. Our experiences also indicate that fast, 

parallel simulation can yield a variety of useful statistics, including event counts and 

information on program activity in time and space. Furthermore, we advocate self-
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hosting as a valuable technique for developers of any complete machine simulator or 

other virtual system. 

Parallel SimOS improves simulator and workload visibility by using a phase profiling 

subsystem, which interactively visualizes simulator workload execution in time and 

space. This reveals information hidden by traditional statistical profiling. We 

recommend that anyone developing a parallel simulator or other parallel program 

make use of such profiling and visualization techniques to discover what a simulator, 

or workload, is doing in time and space.  

In addition to demonstrating the benefits, scalability and performance of Parallel 

SimOS, this work also identifies important trade-offs and limitations of our approach. 

6.2 Trade-offs and limitations 

While parallel simulation, like parallel processing in general, demonstrates great 

potential for improving performance, it also introduces a variety of trade-offs. These 

trade-offs are seen in Parallel Embra’s “speed at any cost” approach. Thread-based 

parallelism with direct use of shared memory improves performance but introduces a 

dependence between virtual time and real time. It also introduces non-determinism, 

which reduces accuracy and repeatability which making debugging more 

complicated. We have found that the best trade-off between performance and time 

synchronization is to eliminate time synchronization entirely. This is largely 

beneficial, but can lead to further reduced time accuracy as well as other problems 

such as timing-dependent algorithm effects (e.g. interrupt storms). Simulators in 

general alter the performance balance of operations, and in a parallel simulator this 

can create load imbalances where none existed in the original hardware. Replication 

of resources is necessary to achieve parallel efficiency, but it introduces overhead 

which can ultimately limit performance. 

In addition to identifying trade-offs and intrinsic limitations of the Parallel SimOS 

approach, we can now also estimate its practical limits based on constraints of 

computation and memory usage. We find that we can simulate a system up to 64 

times larger than the system we are running on, given sufficient memory (preferably 

real memory, although for large simulations we overcommitted real memory by a 

factor of two), with usable performance. Overall performance is limited by 
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underlying simulator speed – on Parallel SimOS we observe slowdown similar to 

serial SimOS – as well as intrinsic limitations such as system imbalance effects. 

6.3 Future work 

Large system simulation will continue to increase in importance due to application 

and architectural trends, and future work will enhance the capability, flexibility and 

performance of large system simulation in a number of ways. Our experiences with 

Parallel SimOS point toward many opportunities for extending our approach, as well 

as areas for future research. 

Parallel SimOS enhancements 

While this work has focused on extending the speed/detail trade-off in the direction 

of higher performance and reduced accuracy, there is also need for parallelism and 

increased performance for more detailed modes of simulation. 

Opportunities for extending the current Parallel SimOS implementation and design 

include implementing a parallel instrumentation infrastructure, and developing serial 

and parallel 64-bit cache modes, “rough characterization” modes which would 

integrate simple cache simulation into Parallel (and 64-bit serial) Embra. These modes 

would provide intermediate positions in speed and detail, increasing the flexibility of 

Parallel SimOS and compensating for the limitations of Parallel Embra (fast but no 

memory simulation) and Mipsy (memory simulation, but dramatically slower). 

It may also be possible to develop a parallel cache mode which preserves ordering – 

and determinism – in the memory system. One possibility, explored in the WWT 

work, is to require barrier synchronization with time quanta smaller than the lowest 

inter-node message time. However, this approach could be very costly, as messages 

may be delivered in tens of processor cycles, requiring frequent synchronization. 

Improved algorithms for handling coherency (for example building upon the 

reference filtering in Shaman) and synchronization may also improve the ability of 

cluster-based simulators to efficiently simulate more tightly-coupled systems, and of 

shared-memory based simulators to preserve memory ordering. 

Additionally, future work may enhance the applicability of Parallel SimOS to current 

multicore and manycore architectures, both as host and target platforms. 
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Parallelism in detailed mode 

Another set of interesting alternative points in the speed/detail trade-off is the use of 

parallelism and relaxed synchronization in detailed modes of execution. We expect 

that the same approach of decimation in space and unsynchronized execution could 

be applied to more detailed modes of simulation such as Mipsy, to mitigate 

multiplicative slowdown at the expense of virtual time synchronization. 

Memory system modeling 

Currently, Parallel SimOS supports custom memory models only at the level of serial 

interpretive execution modes such as Mipsy and MXS. More research is needed into 

the integration of memory models – including custom memory models – into binary 

translation emulators such as Parallel Embra. While we expect to be able to integrate 

simple cache models into Parallel Embra, we would like to be able to apply 

parallelism to speed up the simulation of alternative memory models, such as custom 

caches, transactional memory, or speculation. This requires careful management of 

the trade-off between detail and execution speed in the memory model, as well as 

management of concurrency and synchronization. Ideally, we would like to make it 

as easy as possible for researchers to add new memory models to Parallel SimOS in 

both parallel and serial execution modes. 

Alternative approaches: event-driven simulation 

Simulation is, at its core, a computational problem whose input is a machine 

specification combined with workload programs and data, and whose output is state, 

statistics, and information over virtual time. The Parallel SimOS work, and related 

research, have investigated computing this output via thread-based parallel 

execution-driven simulation, exploiting the coarse-grain parallelism implicit in host 

and target multiprocessor architectures. As shown in this dissertation, such an 

approach yields many advantages including straightforward design (the decimation 

in space approach), interactive simulation, architectural resemblance between the 

simulator and simulated system, and enhanced performance and scalability. 

Alternative approaches to simulation in general include parallel discrete-event 

simulation, where the problem of calculating the results of simulation is approached 

by determining fine-grain dependencies and processing independent streams of low-

level simulator events in parallel. This approach has yet to be investigated and 
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applied to complete machine simulation of large systems. While event-based 

simulation is likely to be much slower than an execution-driven approach where 

streams of instructions are executed directly, it would have the advantage of 

preserving determinism and independence of virtual and real time. Additionally, 

event-based simulation may facilitate the use of alternate host architectures, such as 

stream processors, for simulation. 

6.4 Applications of parallel simulation 

We expect that large system simulation will enable a variety of useful simulator 

applications. Most importantly, it will enable design and analysis of current and 

future tightly-coupled multiprocessor systems, as well as the large applications – 

scientific applications, server applications, even games – which require such systems. 

Additionally, simulators such as Parallel SimOS may be useful for analyzing grids, 

clusters and networks of workstations or servers, as well as the trade-offs between 

loosely and tightly-coupled systems and the effects of virtualization in parallel 

systems. Parallel, large system simulation may also be useful for network and 

security analysis, such as examining the behavior of peer-to-peer applications or the 

propagation of computer viruses and worms. Parallel SimOS demonstrates that 

parallel complete machine simulation is the key to opening up a variety of 

investigations which have not been practical with previous approaches and tools. 

We look forward to further exploration and analysis of large systems with Parallel 

SimOS and its successors, and we hope that the simulation community will further 

explore this space by applying complete machine simulation to large, multiprocessor 

systems, considering the benefits of our approach of fast, parallel simulation with 

loose synchronization, and addressing the many challenges and opportunities that 

large system simulation provides. 
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Appendix A   
Visual Profiling 

 

Simulator and virtual environment debugging and performance optimization require 

a variety of techniques and tools, and parallelism adds additional complexity to an 

already challenging task; besides understanding the overall complexity of complete 

machine simulation and parallel simulation, our greatest challenges in developing 

Parallel SimOS were related to performance debugging and optimization. In this 

chapter, we describe our methods for performance debugging, and how vendor-

provided tools did not provide adequate information or insight, leading us to 

develop alternate approaches of self-hosting and visual phase profiling. 

A.1 The problem: transparency and observability 

Most of what may be considered parallel program debugging is not functional 

debugging – fixing problems that cause incorrect behavior – but rather performance 

debugging and optimization: fixing problems that lead to lower performance, or 

adding features that increase performance. 

In order to analyze and understand the behavior and performance of any system, one 

must be able to observe the behavior and performance in question. Observability – 

also known as transparency or visibility – describes the quality of a system that 
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makes such observation possible, practical, and convenient. Unfortunately, many 

complex computing systems provide high levels of abstraction, along with automatic 

subsystems – for example priority schedulers, virtual memory managers, cache 

coherency protocols, even runtime systems and optimizers for compiled code – 

which perform many performance-critical operations behind the scenes, in a way that 

is not easily observable. 

In many cases, we found it challenging to determine what the OS and hardware were 

doing, and why they were doing it. Irix’s performance tools, which we made use of, 

did allow us to determine what was happening in some cases, but often they 

produced statistics which were not easily explained without reference to the kernel 

source code. Additionally, the underlying hardware statistics did not provide as 

much detailed information over time as would have been desired, and they did not 

provide much in the way of interactive information or user-friendly visualization 

(although SGI’s Performance Co-Pilot and cvd debugger are possibly an 

improvement over previous designs). The FlashPoint system [Martonosi96], a research 

prototype that provided introspection into the FLASH machine’s programmable 

memory controller, could possibly have provided additional visibility, but we lacked 

the necessary information, support and time resources to make use of it. A future, 

production-ready system similar to FlashPoint, coupled with a user-friendly 

visualization system, could make it much easier to understand low-level parallel and 

memory system performance. 

We found that existing vendor-supplied performance tools – which analyzed direct 

performance of the simulator without regard to the simulated workload, and which 

aggregated statistics – did not allow us to observe workload simulation behavior in 

enough detail to understand it well. This led us to undertake the self-hosting study 

described in chapter 5. 

A.2 Solution: Visual Phase Profiling 

The self-hosting study showed the importance of virtual profiling – that is, of 

examining simulated workload behavior over real time – and of being able to 

examine the phase behavior of benchmarks running on Parallel SimOS. This led us to 

develop a self-profiling subsystem that was integrated with Parallel SimOS itself. The 

self-profiler periodically (at 10 ms intervals in real time) samples the virtual PCs of 
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simulated processors and stored the samples in a buffer. These PC values are 

dumped to the log file, post-processed (using a tool linked to SimOS’s own external 

symbol library, which provides a friendly API to gdb’s symbol lookup routines) to 

match them to kernel and benchmark symbols, and plotted with a simple interactive 

visualization system inspired by the Gantt charts in Rivet [Bosch00].  

 
Figure A.1: Parallel SimOS virtual self-profiling 

PC samples generated by Parallel SimOS are processed by the Profiler, which maps 
virtual addresses to application functions using the SimOS External Symbol Library 
(SESL). The overall profile is then plotted by an interactive visualizer. 

While the Rivet paper described using Gantt charts to visualize scheduling behavior, 

cache misses, etc., for our purposes we used simple PC and return address (RA) 

register samples, which we mapped onto kernel and benchmark routines. Similar to 

Rivet’s Gantt chart prototype, our first visualizer prototype (shown in figure A.2) was 

a simple Tcl program that displayed the Gantt chart and allowed us to click on 

particular points to see the executing routine and virtual time. 
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Figure A.2: Interactive visualizer prototype 

Our prototype visualizer displaying phases of 32-processor Radix benchmark over 
simulation time. (The vertical axis is virtual processor, the horizontal axis is real time, 
and routines are denoted by color, with kernel time in blue, kernel idle time in gray, 
and barrier time in black.) 

Related work 

Although our visualizations were inspired by the Rivet work and the graphical 

output of our self-hosting study, we are not the first project to observe the great 

utility of phase-based profiling. We later discovered that PROTEUS [Brewer91] – a 

user-level simulator for MIMD applications – incorporated an X11-based graph 

generator that produced similar diagrams – although its motivation was evaluation 

of application behavior rather than simulator behavior. Parallel SimOS’s visualization 

system goes beyond the PROTEUS approach by producing navigable graphs that 

describe workload activity in detail including kernel, system software, and library 

behavior. As in Rivet, one may interactively “drill down” to look at a particular phase 

in detail, or zoom out to get an overview. A subsequent implementation of our 

visualization tool written in the Objective-C/Cocoa environment on Mac OS X 
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provided dramatic performance improvements over the Tcl prototype, as well as 

enhanced interactive capabilities. 

Statistical profiling vs. phase (temporal) profiling 

Commonly available profilers on Unix systems, for example Irix’s ssrun -pcsamp 

command, create histograms of PC samples to show time is spent spatially in a 

program. The designers of gprof, in a retrospective [Graham04] on their original 

paper, wrote “One of us remembers an epiphany of being able to use a histogram 

array that was four times the size of the text segment of the program, getting a full 32-

bit count for each possible program counter value!”  

For Parallel SimOS, we use a different and arguably more useful data structure: a PC 

sample buffer which is large enough to contain a large number of samples. Unlike PC 

histograms, the PC sample buffer describes performance over time as well as space, 

and can be thus used for both statistical and temporal profiling. Consider a 1 

megabyte program requiring a 1 megabyte PC histogram array (e.g. one 32-bit 

counter for each 32-bit instruction in a program compiled for a typical RISC 

architecture – as noted in [Graham04] architectures which align instructions on byte 

boundaries may require four times the histogram space). The same storage could be 

used to store approximately 2560 seconds of 10 ms PC samples, or more than 40 

minutes of execution time. As an added advantage, a sequentially-accessed PC 

sample buffer has better reference locality than a randomly-accessed histogram array. 

For parallel scientific programs, the statistical approach may yield minimal insight 

into program performance. Consider the statistical profile (using virtual PC values 

sampled over real time in Parallel SimOS, post-processed by our profiler and a Perl 

script) for the FFT benchmark running on 32 processors on Parallel SimOS, displayed 

in table A.1. 
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routine              samples     percent       total% 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
K:idler               197782     38.94%        38.94% 
K:testidler            95830     18.87%        57.81% 
K:local_idle           60110     11.84%        69.65% 
K:wait_for_int         54879     10.81%        80.45% 
B:TreeBarrier          24963      4.92%        85.37% 
B:FFT1DOnce            13282      2.62%        87.98% 
K:idlerunq             12822      2.52%        90.51% 
B:Transpose             7621      1.50%        92.01% 
B:BitReverse            4001      0.79%        92.80% 
K:mutex_bitloc          1879      0.37%        93.17% 
B:TouchArray            1677      0.33%        93.50% 
b:InitX                 1463      0.29%        93.79% 
b:InitU2                1141      0.22%        94.01% 
B:Reverse               1094      0.22%        94.23% 
B:TwiddleRow            1017      0.20%        94.43% 
K:spl0                   913      0.18%        94.61% 
K:bzero                  757      0.15%        94.75% 
K:resetcounter           708      0.14%        94.89% 
K:mem_tick               677      0.13%        95.03% 
K:mutex_64bitl           661      0.13%        95.16% 
K:mutex_bitunl           575      0.11%        95.27% 
B:InitU2                 568      0.11%        95.38% 
K:VEC_int                458      0.09%        95.47% 
K:counter_intr           447      0.09%        95.56% 
ffffffff800000           446      0.09%        95.65% 
K:utlbmiss_not           400      0.08%        95.73% 
K:ktimer_snap            383      0.08%        95.80% 
K:splx                   381      0.08%        95.88% 
K:pas_vfault             334      0.07%        95.94% 
K:mutex_lock             283      0.06%        96.00% 
K:syscall                261      0.05%        96.05% 
K:clock                  248      0.05%        96.10% 
K:mutex_spinlo           235      0.05%        96.15% 

Table A.1: Statistical profile for FFT on Parallel SimOS/FLASH32 

Statistical profiles summarize overall performance, but offer little insight into the 
causes of that performance: what is happening when, where, and why. 

The statistical profile shows that most of the time is being spent in kernel idle loops 

and barrier code (as well as kernel locking code and the TLB miss handler, and a 

number of page faults and system calls) but it doesn’t provide much insight as to 

why that might be the case. 

In contrast, consider the temporal profile of the same benchmark, rendered by our 

simple visualization system, shown in figure A.3. 
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Figure A.3: Temporal/phase profile for FFT on Parallel SimOS/FLASH32 

The temporal/phase profile shows where and when time is being spent, including 
startup effects, kernel time, and barrier time. 

Unlike the histogram-based profile, the temporal profile yields a wealth of 

information. It shows that the FFT benchmark is dominated by an lengthy 

initialization phase (InitU2 in red and orange, and InitX in yellow), followed by a 

serialized startup phase (with processes waiting in the black TreeBarrier region), 

followed by a short parallel phase (TouchArray, in tan) followed by a period of 

kernel activity and process descheduling (kernel code, including many file system 

operations, in blue, benchmark synchronization code in white, idle time in grey), 

followed by another TreeBarrier, followed by the main parallel computation in 

Transpose (red) and FFT1DOnce/TwiddleRow/BitReverse (blue, green, pink). Since 

Irix will, in general, only deschedule processes that have either exceeded their 

timestamp or are blocking waiting for a resource, we suspect that processes are 

waiting on file system operations in the second phase of the benchmark. We 

investigate several benchmark profiles in chapter 4, and in the following section. 
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A.3 Application analysis 

To examine startup effects, as well as both good and bad performance effects in the 

computation phases, this section examines the visual phase profiles of each 

benchmark, running on FLASH32, in more detail. 

FFT 

 
Figure A.4: FFT on FLASH32 

The FFT benchmark is dominated by a long serial initialization phase, where the 

arrays are cleared and filled with data (light green, blue) After the sequential startup 

of the other processes, there is a large amount of idle time, which includes many file 

system operations. It turns out this was due to a workaround which had been 

introduced into the benchmark and caused it to access /dev/null upon startup. 

Clearly this filesystem access is costly, and more costly on Parallel SimOS, where 

contention leads to descheduling of the benchmark processes. Since it does not 

represent useful computation, this erroneous wasted time was not included the 

computation region speedup reported in section 4.5; if it were it would reduce 

speedup significantly, to 17.5 and 14.8 for 32 and 64 processors, respectively. 

Irix’s multiple-reader locks are based on spin loops that loop for a period of time 

before descheduling the requesting process. It is likely that in non-parallel SimOS a 

lock may be acquired and released in a single simulator timestep, while in Parallel 

SimOS true contention leads to costly descheduling and rescheduling operations. 
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LU 

 
Figure A.5: LU on FLASH32 

LU is the star performer of the benchmark suite. It exhibits no load imbalance and 

minimal contention and descheduling effects. The only serialization we observe is in 

the startup phase, due to sequential sproc() calls and serial initialization in the 

master thread. 
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Radix 

 
Figure A.6 : Radix on FLASH32 

The Radix benchmark has an extended startup phase – every slave process waits for 

the master process to finish starting up the other processes and complete the first 

computation function. During the benchmark itself, we observe load imbalance 

caused by variance in TLB misses across threads. 

A.4 Benefits 

Visual phase-based profiling revealed a wealth of information which we were unable 

to obtain with traditional statistical profiles, even using our virtual profiling 

subsystem. 
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Figure A.7: Visual phase profiles  

This set of visualizations for parallel and serial simulations on FLASH illustrated 
startup and load balance effects, and also demonstrated good parallel region speedup. 
It also helped us fix a problem in our port of the Irix kernel, which was not correctly 
scheduling the Raytrace32 benchmark across processors. 

While the statistical profile showed us that much time was being spent in barriers, 

locks, and idle routines, the visual profile enabled us to examine the relative phase 

behavior across virtual processors, showing startup effects and serialization as well as 

system imbalance and contention problems in the benchmarks themselves. Phase-

based profiling also revealed that our benchmarks, which were short enough to 

enable repeated test suites on the unreliable FLASH hardware, were dominated by 

startup effects, and enabled us to examine the speedup of parallel regions in our test 

programs. 

Additionally, our visual profiling study pointed out problems in both the 

benchmarks and the operating system. Scheduling errors in the our port of Irix 6.5 led 

to anomalous scheduling of the Raytrace benchmark. Excessively fine-grained 

synchronization, along with surprising contention in the random() function, led to 

poor performance of the MP3D benchmark. The FFT code included unnecessary 

parallel filesystem access which degraded performance.  
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The visual profiles also clarified the load imbalances which result from varying 

performance across processors, often due to simulated TLB misses, which cause 

simulator callouts. Nearly every benchmark showed some performance effects in 

Parallel Embra that did not occur in serial simulation modes. As shown in the self-

hosting study and in serial simulation, the benchmarks are well-balanced in terms of 

both instruction count (on Embra) and virtual execution time (measured with 

Mipsy’s simulated memory system). However, parallel execution introduces a 

dependency between virtual time and real time, revealing simulator performance 

imbalances, across threads, which are hidden by serial simulation. 

Additionally, and importantly, phase-based profiling revealed the detrimental effects 

of lock contention within both libc and the Irix kernel – under load, locks are not 

acquired in a timely manner, which leads to process descheduling and wasted time in 

the idle loop. Increased descheduling/rescheduling behavior causes additional load 

imbalance and reduced performance and speedup. This indicates that it is important 

to consider synchronization under parallel load; it is possible that alternate 

synchronization algorithms in the simulator – as well as the operating system and C 

libraries – could decrease the cost of lock acquisition and eliminate wasteful 

descheduling and rescheduling. Clearly it is generally harmful to performance for 

parallel threads to be descheduled in a scientific application. It is possible that real-

time scheduling – rather than the default priority scheduler – could mitigate some of 

these effects both in native and simulated execution. 

A.5 Discussion 

In developing Parallel Embra, we made use of a variety of profiling tools, as well as 

the basic statistics provided by the simulator itself. These did not provide the 

transparency and visibility required to understand application performance under 

Parallel Embra, so we implemented a virtual profiling system with visualization. The 

resulting virtual phase profiles provided dramatically improved insight into 

application performance in time and space, and enabled us to identify problems in 

the simulator, applications, and operating system.  

While this appendix has focused on simulator virtual profiling – looking at the 

performance of simulated workloads over real time – our visualization system also 

supports workload profiling: performance profiling of simulated workloads over 
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simulated time, or real workloads over real time. Workload profiling in time and 

space is a critical capability for providing insight into both simulated and hardware-

based workload performance. 

Although similar capabilities have been developed in previous work [Brewer91, 

Bosch00], phase-based visual profiling has not been widely adopted in production 

environments. Indeed, we were unaware of any implementations for the SGI Origin 

and developed our own tools. We would encourage all simulator and multiprocessor 

system implementors to include phase-based visual profiling, as it provides essential 

insight into the behavior of parallel programs. 
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Appendix B   
ptest benchmark code  

 

We developed the ptest program as a simple test to ensure that Parallel Embra was 

working correctly, and to estimate its performance. Since it is not available elsewhere, 

its code is provided here.  
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#include <stdio.h> 
#include <sys/types.h> 
#include <sys/prctl.h> 
#include <ulocks.h> 
#include <sys/wait.h> 
 
#define ARRAYSIZE 100000000 
#define MAXCPU 1024 
 
extern void TreeBarrierInit (int numProcs); 
extern void TreeBarrier (int procId, int numProcs); 
 
int ncpu = 1; 
int pid[MAXCPU]; 
 
void doStuff(void *arg) 
{ 
   /* Thread id 0..ncpu */ 
   int id = (int) arg; 
   int i, sum=0; 
   int blockSize, start, end, remainder; 
 
   TreeBarrier(id, ncpu); 
    
   /* Calculate block to add: 
    * 0..remainder-1 get an extra number 
    */ 
   blockSize = ARRAYSIZE / ncpu; 
   remainder = ARRAYSIZE % ncpu; 
   if (id < remainder) 
      blockSize++; 
   start = blockSize * id; 
   if (id >= remainder) 
      start += remainder; 
   end = start + blockSize – 1; 
    
   /* Add up a bunch of numbers */ 
   for (i = start; i <= end; i++) 
      sum += i; 
 
   printf(“Thread %d sum(%d..%d) = %d\n”, id, start, end, sum); 
 
   TreeBarrier(id, ncpu); 
 
   /* Exit if not thread 0 */ 
   if (arg) exit((int) arg); 
} 
 
main(int argc, char **argv) 
{ 
   int i; 
 
   /* Get argument */ 
   if (argc != 2) { 
      fprintf(stderr,”usage: %s NCPU\n”, argv[0]); 
      exit(1); 
   } 
   else { 
      ncpu = atoi(argv[1]); 
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      printf(“running with ncpu = %d\n”, ncpu); 
   } 
 
   TreeBarrierInit(ncpu); 
 
   /* Raise limit so we can sproc */ 
   usconfig(CONF_INITUSERS, MAXCPU); 
 
   /* Spawn threads */ 
   for (i = 1; i < ncpu; i++) 
      pid[i] = sproc(doStuff, PR_SALL, (void *) i); 
 
   /* Run thread 0 */ 
   doStuff((void *) 0); 
 
   /* Wait for threads  to complete */ 
   for (i = 1; i < ncpu; i++) { 
      int status; 
      printf(“Waiting for thread %d...\n”, i); 
      waitpid(pid[i], &status, 0); 
      if (!WIFEXITED(status)) { 
         fprintf(stderr, “Thread %d did not exit correctly\n”, i); 
      } 
      else 
         printf(“Thread %d returned status %d\n”, i, WEXITSTATUS(status)); 
   } 
 
    exit(0); 
} 
 
 

Table B.1: ptest benchmark code 

This code was developed as a simple functionality and peak performance test for Parallel 
Embra. The TreeBarrier functions, which provide tree-based barriers, are part of the 
SPLASH-2 suite. 
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Appendix C   
Self-hosting challenges and 
solutions  

 

Running Parallel SimOS on itself required addressing a number of issues, some of 

which had been encountered in previous SimOS self-hosting studies and others 

which were new to Parallel SimOS. In this appendix, we discuss our solutions to the 

problems of coherency and introspection in an environment of parallelism and 

dynamic binary translation. 

C.1 Design and terminology 

To describe the self-hosting configuration, we introduce a few definitions and terms 

to clarify which parts of the multi-level simulation we are discussing. 

Figure C.1 illustrates the self-hosting architecture and terminology. 
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7. Benchmark (e.g. Radix) 

6. Inner Irix 6.5 

5. Inner SimOS (Parallel SimOS) 

4. Outer Irix 6.5 

3. Outer SimOS (Parallel/serial SimOS) 

2. Irix 6.5 

1. Hardware (SGI Origin or Stanford FLASH) 

Figure C.1: Parallel SimOS Self-hosting architecture 

 

Using this chapter’s terminology to describe the self-hosting architecture, the actual 

hardware (1) runs Irix 6.5 (2), which runs Outer SimOS (3), which runs Outer Irix 6.5 

(4), which runs Inner SimOS (5), which runs Inner Irix 6.5 (6), which runs the 

Benchmark (7). For the purpose of this appendix, Inner SimOS refers to the Parallel 

SimOS implementation which we are debugging, Outer SimOS refers to the Parallel 

SimOS simulation platform (running in either parallel or serial mode) which we are 

using to host the Inner environment, and SimOS may refer to Parallel SimOS running 

in parallel or serial mode. 

Since most of the issues related to self-hosting occur in (serial) SimOS as well as 

Parallel SimOS, and the solutions apply to both, this appendix will use the term 

SimOS to refer to both systems, referring to Parallel SimOS for issues that are specific 

to parallel simulation or the Parallel SimOS implementation. 

C.2 Coherency and efficiency of recursive dynamic translation 

As anyone who has attempted to run a binary translator or JIT (just-in-time 

translator) on itself has discovered, dynamic translation is a pathological case for 

itself. In particular, caching dynamic translators are inefficient for self-modifying or 

dynamically linked code, because they must detect the self-modifying code and 

update any cached copies or references to the code for correct execution. Our binary 

translation emulator, Embra (as well as the original implementation of Parallel 

Embra) modified generated code using a chaining optimization, where translated 
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blocks are dynamically linked to one another to allow efficient branching and 

continuation between translated blocks. As shown in the original SimOS work, 

chaining provides dramatic performance improvements. Additionally, since Embra 

maintained code coherency on a page basis, placing multiple blocks of code in a 

single page generated coherency conditions, as did placing 64-bit or floating-point 

constants in code pages. Hybrid emulators, such as Dynamo [Bala00], interpret blocks 

of code for a number of iterations before deciding that the code should be translated 

and cached, an approach which would have mitigated some of the cache conflict and 

self-modifying code problems of Embra. However, Embra always translates blocks; 

there is no interpreted mode. Moreover, coherency conditions are extremely 

expensive under Embra because they require flushing the entire translation cache, 

which must then be rebuilt over time, requeuing re-translation of every executed 

block. 

To eliminate the dynamic linking coherency condition, we tried disabling chaining, as 

had been done in the original SimOS self-hosting study. As a performance 

optimization, similar to Dynamo’s handling of indirect jumps, we implemented an 

indirect jump cache, which cached the translated addresses of recent jump targets. 

Even with chaining eliminated, coherency conditions still occurred due to code page 

writes subsequent to code execution, caused by placing multiple translated basic 

blocks in the same code page. Rather than reducing the granularity of coherency 

checking, which could have mitigated this problem at the expense of wasted space 

and significantly increased memory for the coherency bitmap, we elected to disable 

coherency checking except during translation cache flushes. 

C.3 Introspecting into self-hosted simulations 

In addition to practical issues of performance and resource management, we needed 

to examine the behavior of benchmarks running in Inner SimOS, which required 

introspection into the state of Inner SimOS’s simulated machine. Using the Tcl-based 

scripting subsystem, we developed mechanisms for register introspection as well as 

inner annotations, and we also examined the more complex problem of memory 

introspection. 
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Register introspection 

During system simulation, the scripting subsystem has access to the simulated 

machine registers as global variables. 

Self-hosting requires looking into the address space of the Inner SimOS process and 

reading the simulated machine registers. If the Inner SimOS is running in its 

translation cache, then some registers may be cached, but in general Inner SimOS’s 

simulated registers may be read by reading them out of the CPUState structure, e.g. 

EMP[cpu].R[reg], where EMP[cpu] is the CPUState structure for a given virtual 

processor, and R[] is its respective integer register array. 

Unfortunately, the Irix 6.5 port of SimOS did not initially contain a port of 

TclTranslateVirtual, the routine which is called to do a page table lookup for 

address translations which miss in the simulated TLB. Since Irix 6.5 uses a three-level 

page table scheme, as well as a more heavily virtualized kernel object system, the 6.4 

code was unable to correctly translate addresses under 6.5. This illustrates many of 

the sometimes annoying problems that result from examining a complex program, 

such as the Irix kernel. To introspect into Irix 6.5, additional Tcl annotation code had 

to be written which closely resembled C code in the kernel itself. 

Inner annotations 

Once Parallel SimOS was hosting itself and we could save and restore checkpoints, 

we still had the problem that we were trying to examine the behavior of a benchmark 

run under Irix simulated by SimOS. 

Annotations are the primary method of examining the behavior of the hardware, 

operating system, and benchmarks under SimOS. However, the annotations only 

apply to code executing in Outer SimOS. Annotating Inner SimOS was challenging, 

because we could not use the annotation facility of Inner SimOS itself – both because 

we could not execute the code from the outer environment, and also because it would 

perturb Inner SimOS’s virtual time as well as its state. Instead it was necessary to 

create Outer SimOS annotations that would execute when Inner SimOS was 

simulating benchmark code at specific addresses. 
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If Inner SimOS had been running Mipsy, this would have been relatively 

straightforward – one can write an annotation in Mipsy’s main run loop which looks 

at the PC value and executes any annotations that exist for that PC value. 

Embra (both Parallel Embra and serial Embra) is slightly more complicated. It lacks 

an instruction dispatch loop, instead executing code out of its translation cache. Thus 

in order to stop on a particular simulated PC value, it is necessary to determine the 

translation cache address that corresponds to a particular simulated PC. 

The routine TC_PCInsert, which inserts translated code addresses into the TC index, 

provides a convenient choke point. By annotating this routine, we can see whether a 

basic block beginning at a particular virtual address is being added into the TC index, 

and, if so, what its starting address is in Inner SimOS’s virtual address space. We can 

then add a new annotation using this address. Note that we have to annotate the 

correct entry point into the translated block, the point at which the actual 

computation begins, rather than earlier points in the block where other checks, such 

as PC verification for speculative entry, page or cache checks, and timer callout 

checks, occur. We used this approach to implement inner annotations for the self-

hosting study. 

Alternately, we could have implemented code to examine Inner SimOS’s translation 

cache index, looked up a simulated PC, and then created an annotation for the 

appropriate translation cache address. When examining a software system with 

SimOS, one has to consider how much of the application’s own functionality one 

wishes to duplicate with Tcl annotations. 

Note that if the translation cache is flushed, then all inner annotations will become 

invalid and should be removed.  However, since coherence checking and chaining 

are generally turned off for self-hosted Embra, and few benchmarks use self-writing 

code, inner annotations are unlikely to be flushed during workload execution. 

Memory introspection 

As with register introspection, SimOS intrinsically enables memory examination of 

the simulated machine. However, in the case of self-hosting, memory introspection is 

more complicated, requiring translation of inner simulation virtual addresses into 
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inner simulator addresses; these in turn are fed to the outer SimOS and translated 

into outer simulator addresses, which can then be read or written. 

For this purpose, we considered constructing an InnerTranslateVirtual routine, 

which would have performed address translations from benchmark to simulator 

address space. However, this proved to be unnecessary for the current self-hosting 

study, so it was not completely implemented. As with inner annotations, memory 

translations were extracted and cached when necessary by annotating routines in 

Inner SimOS which deal with address translation, such as Em_TranslateVirtual.  

Identifying computation phases 

To identify benchmark computation phases, we created annotations for each interval 

of simulation, corresponding to execution of computation and barrier phases of the 

benchmark, by annotating Inner SimOS’s TC_PCInsert as described above, and 

identifying the translation cache entry points for the beginning and ending blocks of 

the benchmark’s TreeBarrier routine. This allowed us to determine when the 

simulator was executing particular phases of the benchmark, in particular 

computation and synchronization (barrier) phases. 

Mapping Inner SimOS virtual CPUs to outer CPU statistics 

Since Outer SimOS tracks processes in Outer Irix rather than Inner Irix, the question 

arose of how to identify when benchmark processes are actually being executed by 

Inner SimOS. 

We used switchIn annotations to change SimOS’s statistics buckets to accumulate 

statistics for the appropriate SimOS process when that process was scheduled on a 

CPU by Outer Irix. Since Parallel SimOS schedules CPUs statically, there was a direct 

mapping between Inner SimOS processes and benchmark CPUs, which enabled us to 

accurately measure times and event counts for Inner SimOS’s execution of 

benchmark code. 

Although this enabled us to determine when inner CPUs were being scheduled, it did 

not give us the scheduling and utilization information from Inner Irix, specifically 

identifying intervals when benchmark processes were scheduled and descheduled, as 

well as possible migration of benchmark processes across processors. However, we 

observed that Irix does a fairly good job of maintaining processor affinity, and 
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processes were not observed to move across processors during the computation 

intervals. 

Measuring outer statistics 

Under Mipsy, we planned to measure the communications overhead via TLB and 

cache miss rates, as well as unusual events such as interrupts and system calls, and 

also to consider the overall CPI. 

Statistics in Outer SimOS were fairly easy to measure, corresponding to some degree 

to statistics in Inner SimOS. However, it was also desirable to extract statistical 

information from Inner SimOS, for example to compare benchmark performance 

under serial and parallel modes of simulation. This required additional introspection. 

Measuring inner statistics 

Since Inner SimOS uses Parallel Embra, it does not record the full suite of statistics 

measured by more detailed modes such as Mipsy. However, we were able to use 

annotations to extract instruction count and exception counts from Inner SimOS. 

For simple page mode simulation, Embra assumes single-cycle execution, so cycle 

count and instruction count are identical, and are easily extractable from the 

CPUState structure. 

Extracting exception counts was slightly more challenging, as a bug in Parallel Embra 

originally reported incorrect values. By annotating Inner SimOS’s Em_EXCEPTION 

routine, which is called on any exception in the simulation, we were able to count the 

correct number of exceptions processed by Inner SimOS while running each 

benchmark phase. 

C.4 Discussion 

This appendix has described several of the challenges faced in self-hosting Parallel 

SimOS and Parallel Embra (as well as their serial counterparts), including solving 

problems of coherency and efficiency for recursive dynamic binary translation, and 

introspecting deep within self-hosted simulations – using the instrumentation 

infrastructure to cut many layers into the nested self-hosting architecture to match 

workload behavior in a simulated simulator to behavior of the simulated machine 
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that the simulated simulator is running on. While the coherency problem was solved 

by selectively activating and deactivating the coherency mechanism within Embra 

and Parallel Embra, the introspection problem was solved by using function 

annotations – which execute upon entry into a specific simulated function – for 

Parallel SimOS, at specific choke points which revealed essential data, such as the 

mapping between virtual addresses and simulator addresses. Once usable addresses 

were determined, simple memory access instrumentation was used to read and 

record workload data. 

Introspecting deep within virtual environments can be challenging; in many cases, 

introspecting within an operating system or application requires writing 

instrumentation code which duplicates functionality already within the code that is 

being instrumented. Alternative approaches to instrumentation, such as executing 

instrumentation code within the simulated/virtual context and rolling back to a 

checkpoint (cf. [Joshi05]) could make use of that existing functionality to avoid 

duplicating effort. As complete machine simulation and other virtual environments 

become more prevalent, the need for such instrumentation and problem solving will 

only increase. 

Solving, discussing, and thinking about these questions involves management of 

multiple levels of indirection and abstraction; the results of successfully managing 

these abstraction layers can highly beneficial, as seen in the Parallel SimOS self-

hosting study, discussed further in chapter 5.
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